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1 RADIO MADE EASY!

Everyone knows what a radio is, but many people find It difficult to
understand how a radio receiver swan. Reacting technical boo.. the

subject Is not alai, a help. The language of radio, and the
understanding of technicalities, can prove difficult or men impossible
without some previous background knowledge of the subject. SO we
will start right from scratch -in plain language)

The 'sending of sound is easy to understand. When someone speaks
he (or she) sends out a sort of pressure wave from the mouth. This
travels through the air at approximately 335 metres per second, or
1,100 feet per second (the speed of sound). When a sound wave reaches
the car of a Went, (iinyan< who happens to be In the way of it), the
pressure wave will set puts in the ear vibrating. the 'signal' bung
transmitted to the brain and ...in, as an impression of sound -
Fig. 1.1.
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Radio Mode Easyl 13

away as, pethaps, o..le-but certainly not much further. Also, .nd
blowing in opposition to the sound will considerably tedu. the range.
So to increase mop still further, some other method a tranimItting
the sound roast be used -Fig, 1.3.
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ELECIR.E.AL IMPULSES

MICROPHONE
MICRO.PHONE

1.3 To transmit souml over distance, woes ate us. to

connect two FniclOpSOnts. In I urnextyHtm. the rophoom can
wOCE al theaters. In the usual tekohone system, a sepsrate

nuctoshone speaker ate used at sa. end.

Again the original .und is directed Into a microphone, which is

connected by tsro si.es to another mictophone. Each .crophone un
act either as a microphone or speaker. Microphone A turns sound into
eiccultal .pulses, which are tuns.. along wires to microphone B
whld Ls sibratd to turn thou impulses into the original sound; In
mher wm., it is working as a speaker. If soon. now inttoduced into
...hone B. electrical impu.s will . transmitted along hwires
back to A, which now acts as a speaker.

The particular advantage of a 'wire' system is that once the sound is
tutned into electrical impulses, these impulses .n be ttansmitted Over
quite king distances without gmatly duninishing in po.r. There will be
a reduction th power with length of wite, because all wires or
conductors of electricity offet some resnrance to the passage of eletilic
currents. Tx gloater wite length. the great. the re.tan.. and
thus the great. the km of electrical energy. This will thow up in the
'received' sound, being much weaker than the original,

T.te am ways of compensating for this: for .ample. the inclusion
of 11 battery In the circuit, to moduce TOM responsive. microphone
circuit (i.e. make the elecmcal .pulses. generated by t. microphone,
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Sound.pressute waves have another characteristic: their strength
lecteases quite Iipldly with distance. DablIng the distance between
'sender' and 'receiver' would result in the iesvl of sound received being

reduced by one guano (not one hal0.
The only effective way to increase 'distance or sending' or range A to

Name the strength of the original sound, by shouting, for Instance,
although this will not gr eoily Increase the range. (Remember Alt the
strength of the sound.pressure waves decrease in proportion to distance
limes distance, or (chstance)..) The other method is to Moose the
strength of the Ayjnal sound by using a megaphone or public...dress
system. Both are devices which boost sound, known as amplifiers. A

simple megaphone A a mechanical amplifier, while a public.address
system is an electronic sound amplifier, based on a microphone, an
amplifier efrezdir, and a loodspo2ker-Fig. 1,.
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Frg 1.2 To extend Ne range of sound .n.soulled, some form of
amplifying doice can be used.

Here the microphone acts lather like the human ear, being vibrated

by the sound waves, but turning this effect into electrial Impulses
rather than nave pulses. These are fed to the amplifier, which
considerably magnifies die strength of these electrical signals. The

stronger signals are then Rd to a loudspeaker, which works like a

microphone In reverse. II is fed with electrical impulses to set

disphtogni vibrating, which in turn genenries a sound.waw 'output'.
Because the incoming signal (into As microphone) has been magnified
or amplified. the sound wave issuing from the loudspeaker is very much

stronger titan the original 'input' sound.
Such a system 15 51111 limited in range. Wotds spoken Into

public.address system may be !lewd. under favourable conditions, as far
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Asti,CIER SPEAKER
MICROHANE/

Fld. 1.4 Bette/ sound trannnistion over rues h Oren by added
noun Lila a tulteryt. An 3Mp6fler can also be introduced Olio the

io boon clic suen.lb oil the electlical unpubee

stronger). Also, if neceseary, an amplifier can be included In the

Before leaving this particular wrap it is worth explaining that,
although two wires are shown connecting the two microphone/
speakers, the system will also work with one wire. But, since a

single.wire connection cannot complete a loop' for electrical currents,
3,31111 other 'common' connection n needed 31 elell end. This can be a
connection to earth, and peovIdes the 'return path' for the circuit -Fig.
1.5. There are disadvantages in such a system used for telephonk com
n18111111110f1 (which we have been dem but the use of earth as t,
'common' <correction la very useful in radio work, as will be seen later.
The earth may be 'real.--i.e. a conlielron to a physical earth: or
'virtual'-i.e. connection to a common line 111 the radio circuit with no
atternal earth connection.

Telephonic nansmission is possible over very long distances, but it
duet need interconnecting and one or more 'switcing unties' in
older to be able to connect `sender to more than one 'receiver', Or
311e/T1311Ve .1eCC13.ele..
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Fig. 13 Simple telephone systems can open., OM a 9891 1114
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Radio b wire.less transmisMn (hence the wining name, wireless):
electrical impulses generated in a microphone are sent directly through
the 0, MM.". of receivers can tune in to the same 5.1,11.11 al

the same time. The ',code,' becomes E broadcast station, each of the
intent!, using a ratho 'miser to hear the broadcast signals.

But electrical impulses generated by sound waves teaching a
rtaixophone, cannot be sent directly. In the absence of connening whes

in the microphone, nothing will happen. The trick is to turn the
eibilfaCal impulm ;metaled in the mmophone into a type of decimal
signal which waif travel through the atmosphere (and even into space):
involving turning the electrical iinguhes into rallo-hMuenra waves.

WavELEffOini

I

IRECKNOVCV IS billiallE9 OF CObibLE f E naVES Ip SECOMO

FIE. 1.6 A "mermen Ls dented by n awknfhh .
bible fably flequency-and amplitude Amplii n  meanie of Lk
ipowebi of sciensth of the waic

A Webb h simply a Way Of tbiNeSsin,, in physical form, a

transmission involving energy. (A simple wave is shown In Fig. 1.6.)The
diameter's.. of the wave are defined by Its uuudength. or distance
from oat to bleat. and by Its amplitude of 'swing. on either shie of the
cent re.l. along winch the wave is moving.

lisitead of wavelength, it is more convenient to speak of
jroquency, the number of complete waveforms produced per second.
Wavelength. ftequency and the speed of the wave are simply Mated as

follows:

wavelength 
wave
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Wavelength (where used) is normally quoted in mares: frequency Is

now mimed In Harr (abbreviated Ha).
All the sound and deari i) waves we have considered so far have

been at =dl, (or 'hearing) frequency (abbreviation AF). The origins)
wand warn (which arc an isdb frequency) are constred directly into
electrical waves, and back again into sound waves. Al at the same
frequency. The complete range of au. frequencies is tram about
30 Ha (a very low, deep note) to around 16,00011,. The ear cannot

respond to frequencies outside this range, so they are not heard.
Neither. as we have noted, are any of these audbfrequency waves
&rally transmissible through the air over am distance, mainly because
their amplitude dteases rapidly with increasing distance. Amplitude if
N measure of the power ow 'strength' of the wow (think of sea naves for

simple comparison).
Radio -frequency waves travel with Ise speed of light. 300,000

metres per second. Because of thin highspeed, Men amplitude is far
ksa muddied by distance. Another distinction is dial mho -frequency
waves (abbreviation SF) are sent out A all directions from the

source- a characteristic of all electro-magnetic tadiatim (unless coo -
strained or 'beamed' en a position or direction by suitable tellectMg
devices).

The various radio waves are divided into miegones. namely:

10-30 kHz Very low frequencies, ca VLF.
30-300 kHz Low frequencies, or LF (long wave).
300-3,000 kHz Medium frequencies, 01 MF (medium wave).
3-30M/ft High frequencies, or HF (that wave).
30-300MHz Very high frequencies, or VHF.
300-3.000 MHz Uhro-high frequencies, or UHF.
3,000-30.000 MHz Superhigh frequency, 01 511F.

The LF range corresponds to the Tong wavelength' band: the
ME range covers the 'medium wavelength'; and the HF coven the 'shoo
waveband,

An immediate problem arises. Radio waves (RF) cannot be heard. so
how can they be made to transmit sound? The answer is surprisingly
sample: the radiobroadcast station transmits an RI,' signal corresponding
to the par 1.1/11 RF frequency allotted to it -Fig. 1.7. This is called the
.irrlet.. and ulna n will normally be well above 30.000 lit it cannot
be heard (except possibly some side -effects m the form of a little

'nee').

Radio Macto Easy, 17
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Fig. 1.7 Faun of a mealy RF curies wissv yidkh is transmitted at

a spec. frequency.

To tram. sound-speech or music-a microphone is used to turn
sound waves into audio-fteque, (AF) elects.] WAWs, just as in the

previous systems described. Alternatively. these AF electrinl waves can

be obtained direct from a disc or tape recording. etc.
This 'sound' signal is superimposed on the carrier wave being

transmitted. Instead of having a constant waveform (constant ampli-
lurk. as In Fig. 1.7). the combination of the AF ('sound' wave) with the

artier results Ina wave something like that shown M Fig. 1.1. The 'top'
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and 'bottom' of the =Mr wave now assume the (min of the 'sound'
wave, which is thus earned along with the carrier.

TMs combination is known as a trodalatnf . The 'sound' or AF

was has modified the form of the RF calm wave.. modulated it. It

is also easy roue that what has actually been modified or modulated is

the amplitude of the carrier wave; so this form of radio transmission Is

called amplitude-nadulation AM.
This is the only type of radio transmission we .1 be dealing with

in this book. There are others, notably frequency modulation or FM.

used for VHF working (which is outside the scope of reception by

simple radio recehms).
No problems. therefore. In getting AF signals 'on the air'. In fact. the

air is literally full of such signala Amu every hour of the day, radiated
from different broadeast.transmittIng statiorw.

The next step Is to be able to pick them out of the all, to speak.
and, In particular, to pick out Of rune in to the one particular station
we are trying to listen to.

A single length of wire will 'pick up' virtually all Aki signals present.
This A because each signal represents varying amorous of electrical

energy passing across the .re when, by a phenomenon known as

Radio Made Easy! 19

induction, a part of that varying cm,' will appear in Ilse wire as an
Induced current. This amen! will vary with the same frequency, and
duplicate the same modutartun. as the original signals-Fig.

The tingle length of 'elf, Of eerie/ as it can now be called. b thus

probably being affected by dozent of different RF signals, each

inducing its own 'curtent image' us the wire. all these currents will be

extremely minute-far too small measure. So the aerial i1 only the

waning point fora practical another example of 'electionic
trickery' is required, namely a sued circuit connected to the bottom of

the aerial-Fig. 1.10.

Al

CAPT.

Fig 1.10 The otklickan of a tunod afoul lo an Penal
aforAfirAwn of aloAsb InJoir3 In the aerial at oar ffequergy only
(the feranaril frotioen,y of the lofted

A tuned cithult normally comprises a coil (which 0 far mote
efficient than a stung,ht wire for picking up induced currents). and a
capacitor (which acts as a stupor a bleak in a circuit for direct current,

d.c.. but passes alternating currente1e).
A capacitor also has the impot tam plopetty, aim combined with A

coil, of generating a Featly magnified induced current at the particular
frequency known as rewnpnt frequency.

This is a very important factor M the bthaviour of a tun, chruit.
Radio signals at that frequency. present In the serial, will be greatly

magnified or amplified, while other signals at different radio fte-

quensics will bat. Thus, apart from picking up end magnifying a
ryrhicular brOldCASt frequency, the tuned circuit fe,C11 all the

Idler signal currents present m the aerial because they are10 minute.
Since the lemon frequency of the tun, circuit depends on the
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value of the capacitor and sou Induclancr. a suitable combination of
Aloes can be calculated to give maximum response (Le 'resonate) at

any particular broadcast frequency. However,. would largely restrict
the woos of the receiver, therefrom. one of the luned.circit compo
ncnts is made isinhbk in value, winch means that die tuned circuit can
now be adjusted to tune to a whole 'env of separate broadcast

frequencies.
One more step A needed to complete a basic receiver. The tuned

circuit, when adjusted for resonance, is picking up the original carrier
plus sound signals.or modulated RF signals. As. signal cannot A Ad
directly to a speaker (not being at audio frequency). n Ad through a
detector. which need A nothing more than a simple component called

diode -Fig. 1.11.

MODUUTED nr 800,
raOM NNEDCAtum ,-

Fla. 111 A clods acts es  datum:

A dAdA is another stop.go device, whkh paws I.e. or d.e. A one
direction, but stops current flow A the other. TA effAt of passing
modulated RF through a diode is to'chop off Al 'bottom' of the
signal, leaving two separate components; one being the Aop half of the
original sorrier, the other a varying d.c. component, following exactly
the variations of the original AF signal used to modulate the

carrier -Fig. 1.12.
The output from a diode detector can. A fact. be Ad direct to a

suitable sAaAr, which will respond to the lying d.c. signal, turning
Al into audible sound A a suntan way as telephonic IsansMISS1011-

Fig. 1.13. The RF Opal half present will not affect the speaker,
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2 THE LANGUAGE OF
RADIO

The following abbrniations arc normally used to designate rompo-
news. particularly on circuit drawings.

A Amur!: or current value in amps.
E Earth; or potential (e.m.f.).
R Resistor (the different I CSiSIOIS in a circuit being numbered RI.

R2. P3 etc., for indrulduil identification), resistance.
VR Variable resistor or potentiometer (although sometimes the 'V

Is dropped and pat R used).
C Capacitor (numbered CI, C2. C3 etc.. in a circuit). Variable

capacitors are normally design. C, nos VC. Also symbol fm

capacitance.
CT Trimmer capacitor.
D Diode.
L Coil (or inductance).
RFC Radio -frequency choke.
T Transformer.
TR Transistor, although there me aliernatives used, e.g. Tr. VT and

T. also sometimes Q. If T Is used for transistors, Men TR b used
for transformers.

FET Fuld -effect transistor.
I Current.
IC Integrated circuit (module).
PC Primed circuit or printed -circuit board (PC board).
S Of SW Switch.

Jack.

V Voltage or e.m.f.

Impedance.

23
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12.1 Sid... symbols used Wpm., rids A.m.
in mon caree. These mei' zhe wudraltenost likely to be ram.

up &WA, European and duscrgen dugrems

1

,onTonnnt, on chmii Warms 12 also d,nillon. 1n2 2021,
by+ymbols, uld here .gain IhnI2 Variatipra lo be

found -we Ng. 2.1.
Basle n14211222 he 122100220121121224 follons.

Resistance NolvasM).
Capontence 12ta2s(9.
Indurrore 2, Nnon 110.
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Impedance in ohms.

PotentiateWorm.. or ens,: volts (V).
°arm In amperes (amps).
Power M worts (W).

Numerical values of these units are often too large or too small to.
expressed conveniently, when the followMg prefixes are used (tem
send, multiples or sub.multiples).

Marx Ss mbot
Factor by which unit

ts reunion. Example

=op 14 1.000.000
1°111.10.. 100000°"11:'''''

kilo k 1.000 10 lent  10.000 ohms

m I/1000 of 0.001 2 mA (2 millampa,
.0.002 amps

frOtl0 r 111,000,000 or 6 IN (6 microvolts,
0.000001  0.000006 volts

nano

Fero

0.000000001

0.000000000001

not Mdely used as
prells to bane

riMvolda
1750(220 pleOferadall

0. 0.0000000602 20 Wad,

'Note the unit name It ol ten owned when the inference ts °Maus. Thus la
a 10411 mum. the value would be wattled at 101.

Asa simple guide. mega (M) and kilo (k) are Mg tinnily found
describing high values of radio frequency and resistors

Milli (m), and to a lesser extent 111.0 (p), are most commonly
associated with very low values of current ore.g., and practical
values of buhreurneex

Practical values of capacitors are invariably quoted in microfarads
(pF) or picofarads (pF).

Note: components are described u detail kr Chapter 11.



3 CRYSTAL SETS

The simplest type of 'litho 'ember mutate of an aerial, a tuned <Omit
and a detector-plus headphones to Wien to the signals 'teemed by the
tuned citmit. It is generally called &crystal set because it weeks on the

same principle as tie very calkst radio sets, using a leadialena crystal
and a'wl's Msket' as a detector. The only real diffesence Is that the
crystal and cat's whisker have been replaced by the much mom efficient
pointeuntact diode.

A simple tuned rim& can be made by winding a cod of why of
specific diameter and length (nutlike of him) to match the cepa
chance range of a vatiable capacitor. The combination of coil
(inductance) and capacsunce can then be adrusted by turning the
reliable puitor spindle to be resonant, or tune M to various brad.
cast frequencies. The signal which is tuned in is then passed to the diode
which blocks the RF content. and rectifies and passes on the AF content
to the headphones, which transform these signals into audible sounds.

The tuned citcusi can be combined with the aerial by winding the
coil on a ferrite rod. This increases the inductance of the coil (reducing
the length of wire required), whilst the sod itself also acts as an aerial to
pkk up the radio signals. This is the type of atrial employed m 111011
domestic radio receivers. HOWtVel, with very sample seta working with

very weak signals, 3..1111d 3t. may also be required.
The performance of all simple. low.powe red receivers is, in fact, very

much .pendent on the efficiency of the serial and tuned el icult, which
can be regarded as the Mikal part of the system. Petfolmanct can
perhaps be improved by expenmen., with different aerlalltuned
circuit systems, and by the addition of father Mainly, as explained in
later chapters.

27
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without making since the loop of tapping point (2)comes much closer
one end (I) than the other (3).

Cute panel of Part. sheer to about the site shown in Fig. 3.2,
using a hacksaw!Citn this secure a mg strip. as shown, and drill a hole to
mount a miniature or small.siae SOO pF varfebk capacitor.

ttimiNAL
Mitt AG SnapiT=L,704

Fte. 3.1 Patola panot and ten Strip fel arena set circuits

\LOME

1,01,

O -\\
top erne,

targiOn
ututO Loaf

Fis, 7.1 Layout of components on Payohn panel.

The atrial coil is then mounted on the panel as shown in Fig. 3.3.
gluing the coil on to the Feudist with two Of 11,221 debt of sealing wax.
or some other suitable adheshx. Nom the ferrite rod must be flee to
slide In the paper tube for 'tuning adjustment.

Virtually any miniature germanium of silicon diode will be suitable
for the detector. Recommended types, which ate readily available. ate
IN34 and IN914

Earphones must be of highimpedance type, which need not be
Onpettelee to buy, and the !ugh. the Impedance the hem. the reception.

 2 phonolio tittoreItetesheet mat alto ht used
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CryMal Sett 31

The wiringup can be checked against the circuit diagram shown in
Fig. 3.5 (ignoring the shown with broken lines). The set
should now be 'working.

In areas of strong signal strength. no external aerial or earth

connections should be necessary. Performance will, however, be
improved in any area by attaching an aerial wire (which can be any thin
wire, eg. using the same wire as for the coil winding), of up to 160 feet.
The longer the aerial the better the reception. provided it n led away
from the IOCCiVer to as high a point as possible.

An earth connection airy further improve aerial performance, by
this we mean a connection to some conductor positively in contact
with the ground (preferably buried). on excellent example being a metal
wateroipe. Thus, If an earth connection Is found to be necessary (or
you want to try one to see how performance u affected), connect a
wire born ..eatilting tag on the receiver to a convenient waim.pspe.

This question of obtaining a good aerial and earth is a most

important one in area of poor signal strength. Linking up to a

television aerial is often a good plan, since TV aerials are also usually
mo.inied as high as possible. If bare wire is used. it Is also Important
that the upper (bee) end of the aenal is not made fast to something
which could produce an earth connection (e.g., damp tree), Of at least
Is suitably insulated born such a support. Sixths is not an efficient
insulator; that, too, can conduct when wet.

Quite good results ate often obtained by using the springs of a bed a
an aerial. in which case an earth connection if usually not necessary.
Sometimes, too, when other attempts to yield a good signal strength in

ES

Fla. 3.5 Cvniii I CU...Yam. flea,.
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the acne! have failed, connecting the aerial side of the tuning coil to a
Food meth water.pipe) can produce better remits, the normal earth
connection being left off.

Tuning

The ICCGIVtI is adjusted as follows. Tom the ninths capacitor to fully
close the vanes. then open about half a tom on the spindle or knob. (If
you are using a trimmer as a tuning capacitor. screw right down and
then o, half a turn.)

The tuning coil timid now be slid up and down du fertile rod (the
coil leads we:1 left e billy long time to give the necessary freedom of
movment) until BBC Radio 3 is heard?'

Ite may be necessary to alighdy alto the adjustment of the variable
condense: to tune in to this programme. Also. because of the fetrite.rod
aerial the set will be directional. drat a, the signal strength received will
depend to some extent on the dtiection in which the aerial rod is
pointing. so position 4,1111 to pkk up the maximum volume.

Basing established the best position of die tuning coil on the Tod to
receive BBC Radio 3.111 permanently with a dab of seating wax. You
should then find It possible to Mlle In CO further stations by altering the
setting of the satiable capacirm-e.g. typically Radio 4 In about the
middle of the apatite travel and Radio I towards the other end.

Any reception you get will 111111 certainly be very weak and (unless
you bre close to & broadcast station), cm really r,,hathfiedif you
get any station at all at audible strength. But 11 Is ntrpMing how.
sometimes, even quite distant stations can be !lewd. Aho you can often

Improve the reception and listening strength by quite simple moth&
cation,. Try these in order:

(I) Connect a 1,000,F tepeetm amiss the headphone (earpiece)
connections (C2 In Fig. 3.5).

(Ii) Instead of connecting the raceme] what ditectly to the tuned
circuit, connect one lead to a 220,F capacitor. and the other
end of the capacitor 111)1,11 10 the 'hoe end of the tuned
11111111 (CI In Fig. 3.5).

(Ill) Instead of connecting the xtemal aortal to the tuned circuit,
connect to the tapping point of the coil (tag to which the
dlode Ls also cantected). Try a direct connection, and also
connecting Ina 220,F capacitor.

 Tune la an. broadcast manm near the lower en. Of the dial-eiote lo WAHL
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(iv)Try connecting a 1.2.6 resistor (or higher value) across the
phone connection (R N Fig. 33). You may be using the
wrong type of phones oc mimic., which do not provide 
propel lead or compkte the circuit.

If there is a compkte lack of response, check for faulty waringnp. A
mote likely cause, however, is lack of an mama] serial or earth
connection in on area where these art sitictly necessary for adequate
reception; or on inefficient aerial (too short) or poor earth connection
(bad electrical contact to a good earth point, or connection 10 a bad
earth point).

Another possible cause of apparent (Alum may . too much 00L11de
nu. entering the car so that it impossible to detect the very weak
radio signal as it 0 being timed Headphone, are better Nana single
deafaid type of earpiece in this respect but. in any case, a molly quiet
1.111 is virtually essential for initial set.gup and tuning adjustments.
Alm, if your adjustment of the tuning control is too coarse, you may
completely miss the setting fat sun. you are looking for, without
realizing 0.

Reception will also tend to vary with weather conditions. Some days
it may be so poor that what was normally a strong nation is hardly
heard at all. The simple basic receiver has many limitations but, Once it
costs very link to commict and nothing al all to opetatc, t.must be

regarded at inevitable.
Noilding you can heat something-even If too weak a sigma) to

dslth8ndh properly -000 can oenainly Improve the performance of

year basic set by (miller experimentation with tuned c.o. (see
Chapter 4) and/or the addition of amphfication to the circuit. You can
also by other types of .sic crystal net, as desmi.d In the following

projects.
Citric 2 (Fig. 3.6) 6 identical to aratir J except that, Instead of a
diode, a ttlin.001 is used as a detector. Only two of the transistor leads
am connected-the emitter (e) emmeNion to the 'wins Pall of rho

cod. and the base (0) to the 'earthy' end of the circuit. The collector
lead of the uansistor is Ignored (bend It out of the way so that it

cannot accidentally short out the other leads).
You can try almost any type of low-cost AF mandato. memo.

41e9.4 type04,, 0C42 26370. 2142925. 265088.
11,11 the addition of two more components. ..1 2 can be modified
to work the 11111.10( both as detector and an amplifier, to give

suonget signals through the headphones. Using the Satre trattnatert typo
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M.I.6 Omit 2. Cry ual uill..1111110g NM.

as above (Or our...shot) Rustot R should 15 k and capacitor C3
I oFos hig)er.

This time battery is also scquIred to supply power for the

mato. to work as an ansplificr. This can be ham ES V up to 9 V.
Remember the rules for polsrity connnctiorr those Ovum In rig. 3.7
.14 1,1 a put transistor. an np.n tr11111.101 wcold need she battery
connected the apposite ray mund. Battery privity olio sfferts the
connections of capacitor Cl Of an electrolytic or polarised type).

Expenrernt furthes by trying the effect of using additional
capacitors in the Walt. e.g. CI, 220 pFt Cl. 0901 rig (try allot Yalu.
a well); 01.0.001 pF (try other tallies as well).

C.phdeabi

FL,' CIT./ CentiservelParepilfleth.

Flpie (3.404.113.14,6soluila
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Da circuit Incorporates `voltage doubling' to improve the signal
volume and should give perfcemance than a tangle diode
L and CI are the usual tuned circuit, but an unusual feature A that the
aerial is connected to the coil tapping point. Any type of germanium
diodes can be used (they should preferably be the same), making sure
to connect them the right way round. A high impedance crystal
earpiece must be used M this circuit.

Capacitor values are: C2. 220 pF (this capacitor can be onutted-try
with and without in the circuit)..C3 and C4. 1,000 pF.

The N.M.. tapping Point for the aerial connection to the coil L
Is best found by trial and error (see Chapter 4 On 'Tuned Circuits), but
the set should work at o nominal one.third topping point from the
'earthy' end.

Thh set can also be tried with conventional tuned -circuit coupling-
i.e. aerial to the lop of the cod L, and diode DS connection to the
topping point on the cod.

4 MORE ABOUT TUNED
CIRCUITS

The bane combMatton of a COO ItIthIetana connected m
parallel with a variable clamour. is the tom of tuned circuit used in
most radio receivers. from simple cryrtal sets upwards. The tuning range
of such a ciicuit is determined by the respective values of inductance
and capacitors. used. At the same time, the 'valance of the caI can
have a significant effect on the deirafrity of the circuit, so that a
pamicular broadcast frequency is tuned into sharply, with other nearby

frequencies rejected.
In the simple tuned circuit used for the crystal set of Chapter 3, the

awl. La connected to the upper or 'hot' end of the coil,. other end
of the coil being earthed: the diode is connected to a tapping point on
the coil. Performance may well be Unproved by adjusting both the
aerial.connecung point and the diode -connecting pomt, as shown M
Fig. 4. I .

MIletUrng"'

valymm.

0101:4

F. 4.1 Meek tormylf...PPIMPolanontheamialoal
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Connecting the aerial to the 'hot' end should give the loudest 4111.
but the 'electivity of the circuit may be poor because of the coil
rerisrana invoked in the actual circuit to earth. Connecting the serial
to a tapping point lower down the coil (towards the 'earthy' end)
should .prove selectivity, but reduce sig. strength. Experimentation
will produce the optimum aeriakonnecting point. There will also be
an optimum tapping p.m for the diode.

Finding optimum upping points for the aerial and diode
connections is a bit tricky on a close.wound coil since each taping
point tried has to be bared by scraping off the enamel imolai., with
the risk of producing abutted toms. The UM effect can be provided by
removing, or adding, turns at each end of 211.1, using the original
tapping point for the diode connection-e.g. see Fig. 42. Unless the
'oral number of turns on the .1 remain the same, however, the
inductance of the complete coil w,11 be altered, and thus dm tuning
ran, of the tuned circuit (see 1ater). Then the dim, tapping point will
be shifted.

For this type of experiment an athcored coil of relatively large
diameter is easier to use, wound on a card or paper tube to witch two
it irs.s lengths of hardwood balsa strip have been cemented. The
windings can be bated by scraping or sandpapering over du, raised
swim, and individual wire, carefully separated to avoid shorting-Fig.
4.3. Optimum tapping points can be established by pushing bared ends
on the aerial. and diode.connecting ,,it,, into the raised section of the
coil, soldering in place very carefully once they have been found. T.
should not result in shorting out mote than a few turns at these poi.;
which will not greatly modify the coal inductance if allowed to in the
initial winding (e.g. add live or six turns to the design number of
windings).

i,z;Fnir"gtg°
"

Mon About Tuned Circuits

Fp, 3 Coat.* or a Etas,.) mr421.4

eimosred cab, the Inelootenco can he calculated with reasonable

accuracy from the diameter sad lumbar of lona (see elso fig. CO:

L  roduclome,mlevoheroln = 9R;:;,01

where R rad., in Mulles.
 rod long. in inches,

N number of nun&

l'he more owed furor of Mrs formula im

NV(
(9R

4.1?/)
L

)
(A ...edam example Mg Ibis formula le even btu.) This Ia based

on the sums or the edi We, elaeww nd. M ellarnelied Moppet



More About Tuned Circuits

at 1.500 kHz LC - x 10'

00001 st Ilia (approx.)

41

At one end of Me capacitor tuning range where C. SO pF. inductance
L required ts:

0.001 x IM
DSO-hoe

- 200 411

At the other end of the capacitor tuning range where C 500 pF,
inductance L requited is:

0.0001x10
400-,

= 2001,11

Using a 1... coil diameter (0.5.. ;adios) and a cod length of 1.5 0.

./((4.5  15)x 200)
tt

0.5. /
V 15,600

125

In other words, a 1.15.turnair.coied coil of this siee should be about

right for coming the 121.1.1 waveband, matching a 50-500 pF
nibble capacitor. Tapping no. (or dsode connection) would nomin.
ally be one... of the coil length from the 'earthy end.

Air -Cored cods can also be designed in Mk way fur long.wave
coverage (more turns); or shot -wave reception (1616 turns). which Is not
likely to be so good because of the low efficiency of the cods. Also. at
higher frequencies the resistance of 01 capacitor is also significant, and
so simple calculation of coil du is no longer valid.

lle efficiency of a tuning coil can be expressed in terms of the
magnification of the odginal signal Ie.:tired. when tuned to resonance.

40 21 Simple Transistor Radios You Can Budd

FT, 4.4 Air -cored eoa Capp puometra

The actual diameter of the wire is not significant, provided the coil
diameter o reasonably large (e.g. greater than I inch). The formula is
not valid ra smallerdiameter air -cored coils, or fu coils wound on a
ferrite rod.

The typical tuning capacitor has a rating of (about) 50 pF up to
350 pF or 5110 pF. The telationMip between tuning or resonant
frequency and inductance and upacitance

resonant frequency In  -6.331/ " to' 10'

where L inductance in liliClOhenri. (Al),
C  capacitance In picorands(pF).

This is more conveniently written as a solution for the product of
inductance and capacitance requited, i.e.

Or025 x 30,,

For the medium waveband the range of frequencies to be covered
500 to 1.500 IdIrnIno, to encompass this range, Um producia of LC
requited ate:

at 300 k/h
LC  Wyl: X 10.

 0.001 X 10P (approx.)

Inrla U S the AXIbeowleasi band la Iran Ma le WOW.
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and decreases with inmeasing cod rraistance. The magnification
produced M a resonant circuit is referred ° as the ,Z1'. a highQ coil is
thus desirable for maximum performance and selectivity. and b
essentially a low.msistanm one. For this reason la, diameter
alt-coted coil, using thicker wire, are more effective than smeller
diameter cods wound front thinner wire (since wire tab.ce incleases
with decreasing diameter).

Equally, the inductance of a wound coil an be increased by winding
it owt a megneticaron core. such as a ferrite rod. Much smaller
diameter coils can be used, requiring lets thins, to produce die
inductance required-both reducing the length of wire and its resin.
ance.

&cause the actual inductance produced is dependent on the slat and
characteristics of the core material, wending for ferrite -rod aerials
cannot be mkulated, and are based on empirical results. or optimum
windings established by t.1 and error.

Common dam of ferrite evadable are:

1 -in. diameter length 3} In.
ian. diameter 4, 5.6 and 8 in.
in. diameter 4. 5, 6.8 and 10 M.

0 60P 00

11111111111=1._

o,,,zesvio. WIP

11111111111111111111

O

Lv ANS rOIAL, 213 On 50 SWA Wt.

Fib 4.5 Medion,nave ten, cod windmp on three um of feriae

More About Tuned Circuits in
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____.
21,---e=.031

10,1 ,11,15 MOM

gZ;gr:,

Is
ft-Zent;T%;.!=7:;"-"

F. a_6 Mediurn.ve Mnding ferrite dab

A AA length enables maximum adjustment of coil position (a way
A trimminie the at.) and, also. additional ants to A themporated
on the same rod, 11 she Amu needs them (e.g. for multi -waveband
coos). But II A the .metv which really determines the winding
sAdficatiA.

RecommendAorts for medium -wave cod windings foe these three

standard (mimeod durnetets given to Fag. i.5. all windings being
enamelled copper wire. Normal upping points are one-third from the
'earthy' Ad. It is a umple matter to experiment with Afferent
windutp-e.g. adding more turns to extend the vAnwlength upwards
(i.e. lower frequenws), or reducing the number of to extend .
wavelength coverage downwards (i.e. foe hIghti-frequency tialu-

rnmorks).
Fem.-core material n also available in slab foam. which ts often

easter to accommodate in a small 'caner case. A typical ferritenlab
sere n in long by in. wide. with a thickness of in. or len. A
typical ...a specifiAtion is shown in Fig. 4n

General y. the long waveband should be covered by doubling the
number of toms used for the medium waveband. !Wining the number
of tuna shifts the coverage out of the medium waveband down into
the trawler band (80 m) and 'top -bind' (160 m). For shat -wave
coverage very few turns Mdeed will A needed-perhaps Ass than half a

dozen-and the optimum can only A determined by careful

experiment.
Separate coils foe the various wavebands to A covered can be

accommodated on the same ferrite rod and connected to a COT1110:1
tuning capacitor via a switch-Fig. 4.7. This is the usual
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[TORE TIP

ORE.....1 COIL

111111111111

ESTRITCRI

ELECTRIC...LOW.

no 1 More About Tuned Circuits 45

11131011111111

big 49 'Loose' inductpc conpbrat with leparate coupling colL

procedure with an elaborate rmiver circuit and domestic radios, but is
seldom satisfactory with the simpler circuits because of the lured.
circuit character.. (ie. the need for meticulous adjustment 15 541
optimum results for any single waveband coverage).

All the coil 1011$1150110113 so for described are based on single

windings (covering a specific waveband) with a tapping point for the

output (diode connection in the case of Simple receivers). The
altemathe form 311 provide inductive coupling (11 45 output the

form 1( 351 meminding, which can comprise five or more toms of the
same gauge 9145 111511 for the main .ding -Fig. 4.8. The optimum
number of turns for the merwinding depends on the degree of coupling
required, which In turn is influenced by the elurameristim of the
following chant. The p.0.000 91 554 coupling coil can also affect the
performance, although usually it is best positioned 5121 1114 'euthy. end

Fsa. 4.10 Team:atm= between tuned calculi and next

tleac of team:.
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of the main coil. Both number of turns and coupling -cod position are
sokects for experimernal adjustment to obtain optimum results.

Sometimes a coupling coins wound on the feriae rod. separate from
the aerial con, providing a loose coupling -Fig. 4.9. Regenerative
fraivell altil make use of this toms of coupling for introducing
'feedback' Into the Dont of the circuit (we Chapter 9).

Inducttive coupling is also culled trunstountr coupling, since the

principk of passing current generated in MO COilthio another .1 is the
sank. With innufarner coupling (04.4.10) the send cal has no
tapping point. and is an alternative to ditect coupling. where the next
stage of the circuit is connected directly to a tapping point on the coil.

There is a third method of coupling which may be used between
stages in a radio circuit -capacity coupling. Here, connection between
the stages (e.g. to th< tapping point on the aerial cod) Is made through a
capacitor, which isolates the two stages as fat as d.c. flow la concerned
(only az.wIllpass through the capacitor) -Fig. 4.11.

Fig. 4.11 Capacity coupling ..en toned cuctin and nom ow
of mover.

Again the optimum value for the capacitor deptnth on the

characteristin of the circuits being coupkd. To couple an mnal coil to
the next stage in a receiver. optimum values can vary from 200 pF to
10 0F. In general, though, a high value give best results.

Direct, transformer, and capacity coupling are alternatives for

connecting any two stages in rectivels-not just the tuned circuit to the
next stage.

5 AMPLIFIERS

It Is a characteristic of a transistor that It W011(5 as an amplifier of
signals. In the most widely used mod, of camelm of namision for
such dunes with input and output circuits both connected to the
emitter (commonemitter mode). the degree of ampblicauon or current
gain is calkd the 'beta' (j3) of the transistor. Tlus is given as h, (or
static forward current ratio) M twaina charactenstics data (see also

Chapter 71.
A bask transistce &mobile...it Is very umpk -and Is identical for

a p-n.p or rip. tramistor, except for As battery polanty-see Fig. 5.1.
Virtually any low -power AF uansifta can be used A this circuit. The
bias eennoe (R) mint have a value providing a coalector current not
exceeding the mazunum rating for the transistor used. the
actual current flowing in the colkctor circuit As being Influenced by
the voltage of the battery.

wK
RESrSTO

MN!

relr
F1S R

50,0

ourvur
LOaD

5 is. 3.1 B. amPtJln arcuit5 ith tisnitit "meal Cams rla 
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Knowing the Itannatof chanctenthth. a suitable value far R can be

calculated as follows:

'ed1:71c7lcZni

has g
battery voltage

when equal to, cc pf efenibly RA than, the mood ficatIon Ilgum fur

man
Aaathalog that an 0077. ...nor A being Wed, and the tottery

vulthge A9 V, specirnd Routes are:

fe may = 7.50 mA

bps  30to 90

Taking the maximum pan, and 25 mA as  'sift' amain ft ..
fot the Mlle., ninon,

" f÷1
- 3342f3

A tultabk Rauf nedoalue) rennin would duo be 330k.

tho. 5.3 artzul 1 Crystal 51 *00 sage Nap el nocotheano
onalne amnion nth On nth131 TO
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Flo. SA aruir 7. Most.. rosloodspcsker output

7.1:ADC7IL

COS*. 100F
loodgesket, SO n

C2 and C3 can be Ili mF or larger (20 pF up to 50 or Id° pF),
electrolytic.

A more compact two -stage amplifier circuit is shown In Fig. 5.4.

This may prove capable of operating a small 8010 loudspeaker direct,
although the current drain will be quite high.

Alternatively, three or four Mace of amplification using lowpowm
transistors. following a basic 'front end' crystal set, should provide
enough power to drive a small loudspeaker at the final output, through

suitable step.down transformer, to provide an Impedance match Ate

Chapter 6).
Simple amplifier arcuits of thu type have the important limitation

that performance of the transistor(s) will tend to rely with tempera-
ture. There is also the possibility of 'thermal runaway' developing.
which can destroy do transistor(s), because as the external temperature
biomass the collector current also tends to increase, which in turn
33Y333 3 111131101 increase In junction temperature. so the effect A
cumulative and goes from bad to worse, even to the point of ruining the
uansistor completely. It b possible to overcome Nis trouble by

arranging for N< circuit to be self -biasing or d.c. stabilized so that a

constant operating collector current is provided, regardless of transistor
typo or tem,alure variation. In other words, . working point of

the collector eirait is subdued.
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To achieve Ass the Of1,1111; bias resistor tz spht Into two separate
values RI and R2 (see Fig. 5.5). A further bias resistor (R3)is app.
directly 11 the emitter. in parallel with a capacitor (C) to act as a
bypass for AF currents. (Transistor bias requirements, and data on
5611311501 characteristics. we given in Chapter 7.)

A receiver design Incorporating lwa stages of amplification with
stabilized circuits following a crystal set front end is shown In Fig. 5.6.
This, in fact. is about a far as it is practical to go with such a basic

circuit as, although additional complete stages .11 provide more gain
and peater final output power. deficiency in the circuit will also be
aggravated -notably lack of sensitivity and mlectivity In the front end.
5tich deficient:les are best tackJed by modifying the circuit design from
the simple 'crystal set detectoi basis.

The amplifier stags(s) also provide, a convenient point to Maori a
Wilentt control into the receiver circuit. This lakes the form of a
potentiometer which can replace one of the bias resistors. or be placed
an ones with the flow of Al current after the first stage of
amplification -Fig. 5.7. Ilia will introduce minimum distalon over
the volume conuol

On lowpower receivers which site satisfactory reception without an
external aerial, a volume control can be an unnecessary refinement.
Since the ferrite aerial has directional characteristics. merely taming the
set one way and the other will produce changes in signal atrength.

Flg. 5.7 arc. 9. Wastage amp1fwr with volione ol.

Amp111Nr

M.00. egnou The annnta PSI mast he
ee 4.e. P.9 Wanton nowt n augrerns. f e -g -e
Mignon used, the bmery politigy nun be man,

58

Prelmplifiers
A pmampufer k letigned te emphry 3ignale between the tuned circuit
end *wt. maga. The mi. dffeFerne It Not the transinot(s)
selected must be en RP type since It 31 handling RF sign. et this stege.
Otherwise the hag, circuit is shnilel to Nei of ea AF amplifier-see
Fig. 3.8.



6 THE OUTPUT STAGE

Rya suitable choice of transistors, the amplifier stages can be used to
power a loudspeaker direct, using a minimum of components. A typical
&cult of this type was shown . Fig. 5.4. using a high.pin AF
transistor for TRI. and a power uantatior for TR2. The ma.
&advantage of such a set -op is relatively high current .awn by the
C110.111.

Single 112111151010111,1% work sills 'Class A' operation, winch means
that the values of bias and signal voltage applied to the transistor ensure
that colkctot =rent always flows. Fig. 6.1 shows a basic Class A
output citcuii Incorporating transformer coupling ma loudspeaker.

Ftg. 6.1 Raw Clot A output TM I. output uamuta 011.1n, oan mttedt...LouLototpr..141 ir,dance matted to exatpot load
mown.... VIA the Itep-Ou..ltandottnet T.

55
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A more economic way of producing satisfactory output WWI b to
employ a sthgle I/111151SW drilYr working a complementary pair of
transistors (an n.pth and a p-n.p selected with matched characteriatirs)
A push -pub configuration. The output power obtained from a pair of
transistors in push-pull is considerably more than double the power
obtained from a sin* transistor of the same type. With 'CAss W
operation the transistors biased to nearly cutoff, so that only a
marginal current flows under 'quiet' condit10114. Push-pull outputs
may. however, also be designed for 'Clan AB' operation. with Mkar
higketcuvretil drains.

Basically, dim. A lowest with Class A openbion.whiln CAB B
operation provides the lowest current thain but introduces the

as

Fla. 6-2 Mule 20 Poh-pull output 1R1 n We WITcr, TR:.
7R3 the push -putt mph.,

81.68 TR I. .T2
R2.1 TR2. OCSI

t wmpkmcntary 9uR3.1 TR, ACI1T
R4.1 k Loud/peak.. 3 TI ot 6 It
R3.56 k
C1,3uF

2:1?:
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roW or better si required (higher sell for Iuger speakers, of course). At
Ore other extreme, about 100 W represent, for most people, the
threshold of actability in hier.impedance phones: and 0.1 inVia normal
minimum for comfortable listening and ready identification of sounds
in headphones. For easy listening with high.impedance phones, an
audio output power of up to 0.5 mWis desirable. Higher signal levels
will tend to 'swamp' headphones but can, of course, be reduced by
fitting a volume control.

Typical characteristics of headphones. earpieces and loudspeaker
are:

Headphone*
Hign.bnredance type, d.c. resistance 2,000-400010 typical imped.

once 1040011(m 1 kHz).
Low4rnpedance type, (I) de. resistance 15 SI. typical impedance 80 SI

(at I MU): 01) do. resistance 80 St, typical impedance 120 SI (at
I kHz).

Earpieces
High -impedance type, to, resistance 2,000 SI; typical impedance 7,500

SI (at 1 Ma).
Low.impedance type, (I) do. resistance 4 SI, typical impedance 15 SI

(at 1 Me), (ii) d.e. resistance 14 CI, typical impedance 60 SI (at
I kHz); (0) d.e. resistance 60 ft, typical impedance 250 SI (at
1 kHz).

Loudspeakers
Typical d.c. resistance 3 SI: typical impedance 8-16 SI.

It will be obvious from study of the. figures Mat lowimpedance
phones, o low.imperbnce earpece, or a loudspeaker will be a mu -match

OurUr

751CP-00.411.0.46560604.

iiIl, 1611460444CE

LOW wPCONEE

, 6 4 Load balanang vl4 outpu, mndonnet.

The Output Stage 59

for coupling to an output requiring a 1240-impadanor load (as in the
case of most of the simple elk lanais. output circuits).

To employ low -impedance phones, causece ors loudspeaker wits an

output requiring a high -impedance load. a maldrIng step-down trans-

former (output transformer) must be used. The primary of the

transformer then provides the required out, load, indirectly coupled
to the secondary to which is connected the low -impedance 'Moises or

speaker-Fig. 6.4.
The turns ratio requited from the transformer is easily calculated as:

IGouo.tpuet.los,
imz,dancth,p.edr,e.:11,:dohistr.ohnt)

Some typical transformer ratios and their sultainbly for matching
Me:

Raba mace lalaimpemnerfnl

411 l 91 Speaker 15.003

3;l
i . 5.0004-n

611 Spcaket1 2.000
1a.1 or -ft esicaem 5.000

14:1 15. eagece 2.000
91
51 611PSE9heT.179.O

W
nts

5.°
MOO

For other requited output load impedances. the turns ratio can be
eakuloted from the formula.

Tone controls

The output voltage after amplincatIon wit only be a faithful

temoduction of the original input tit doe amplifier produces the 59r99

pm for all signals, whatever their frequency and complexity. This a
seldom the cue with simple circuill1, so tut the balance of the 0419.0141
sound or speech ',upset and dolor ton results. If the On is inadequate
at low frequencies, the sound reproduced. tend to be tinny or harsh:
conversely, if the gain Is ina &quote at the higher hequenries she sound

is subject to booming.
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Go. PS SOS., Ione commie

An adequate mown of Wee control can M realized by co nnecting
 portable femur. (potentiometer) end fixed capacitor M series seem
the prunary termlnola of the notion traneformeri or directly apron the
speaker, as shown In Fig.6G

Th.. to effect. (wen another and errant. Me remnant fre45.PY
of MAO) can be altered by whining the sett, of the potentiometer to
favour or robe the treble or bass 0 the output EOM by. offettiftly,
eel htiontl emplifivanon. The to COMMA on a dommtic receiver It
usually of Ns form-the knob controlling a pmenuometer connected
In eerier with  fixed capacitor on the wont trantfonnet. TYPO.)
rakes used me. potentiometer. P-5 In fixed copacitor.0.1 OF.

7 TRANSISTORS. BIAS
AND STABILIZATION

The two coneendoncl bias range.. foe itansittots are sh win in
Figs. 7.1 and 7.2. both hay, advantages and ditadvantages. Current
bias 0 the simple of the two, since It moones only o..e resistor which
dcwoulnes the rallies of the bate anon[ ta and the °pooling or
motet current

4Vg - VBC

'RFC)

Vat. the baseconito voltage. is of the otde: of 0.1 to 0.2 V fot
Romani., ttonsistors. 0.6 to 0.7 V for silicon transistors. N normal
pactice there will be exiditible change in cumin cal variations of
Vat. but will be dependent on the spreads of htt (the small signal

/.I Smirk c rm. bias c

61
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84 7.2 Coonnaional voltage bas cirmaiL

forward current ratter of the transistor). Thus simple current biasing is
most suitable for transistas whkli have only narrow hF, spreads.

Voltage biasing with Miller feedback yields the fcalowulg voltar
relationships (see also Fig. 7.2):

R2. Vs
Vg .

RI + R2

VE 1127;2

The emitter 611,114 therefore:

Vg Vg!E RE: .%) Rs

For Ne Wect of spreads to be negligible the voltage V, must be
large compared with changes in Vg.E. Also. RE must be large if changes

in emitter cut.' lg. due 10 Mations in the supply V011igt Vs. see 10

:.716

Fag. 7.3 Sambatmloo... common component values used.

11111...111.11.
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be kept small. In practical circuits a voltaga drop (Vg) of 1 V with
germanium transistors and 3 V with silicon transistors a aimed at.

The eolletter4o4aSe leakage current IS a major factor contributing
to the shift in operating point of a transistor, ,Otte this is highly
sensitive to temperature. Thus bias stabilization is normally deniable
with germanium tionsistors, the usual arrangement being as shown sn
Fig,3. Silicon transistors have negligible leakage amen, even over
their full working temperature range, and stabilization is not necessary.
except In some cases where oche, characterisUcs developed In the

particular circuit may make it a prudent addition.
Working characteristics of a number of readily available transistors

are summarized in the foliowIng tables. Data on other types are

available (tom the manufacturers; also M many suppliets catalogues.

Germanium Transistors

poser

eso max.
rw mace.

mss. raA

prima..

CC42 0070 CC22 0075 0011 001D

16 16 30 31 SO 32 32

15 15

12 12

30

10
32

10
30
10

32
10

16

10

150 125

04 63
50

125

250
125

MO
150

500
240

250
200

C.
20;10 30;5030 r0. 60120125020fla.k

30 30
15 15

5

15

15

10

10

4.5
10

10
10

10

0.2 0.2
50/3 50/13

0.21

9/0.5

0.25 13.21

123/12.39/03
3 5'3

gg,
"'P

:rnY4 (Z)
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Small. madam current roltdung. AF arophflers o.p.n

241302 2211301 2141306 2211306 ASY25 ASY29 tiK1113

''....- 25 35 25 25 30 25 30

'1,:m7 1: ICS'

"
25

IS

25

is
"20 1'1

/,. mu. mA
, peak mA

XO
300

200
500

200

r5?)

250

300
2110°

MO

200 SOO

P, mu mW 150 ISO 150 110 M I.
Mn. 60-200 60-303 00 Um 30-60 50-150 50-150

V, mA
fsA/Tr:

%
6

10

4

10

6

10

6
20

35

20

IS
SO

15

2 5

YVakmart.

25" 25" 2$

**2

30

"S
IS

02'
10

'1"
10;203

114,00 10
10/2225" 1:20.17

502
30

50/2
14

501135
20

513/5

1 OM

Au. frequency amplifier,. power out,. n.wn

MCT773 AC127 AC176 AC1/61, AC1117K

1'ceo ma
1/

33 35rem111
ma. 10

/0
5

10

5

10

10
/, mar. .
P, mu.

300

ISO

SOO

200

300
700

300
1003

1000
1000

30-250 25-143 52-110 52-110 100-500
174. mA 50 SOO SOO 500 SOO

pA
10

10 100 100
0.5 25 251 2

Ve417:0,": 001750

5002
50011050r10

f mm. 1.5 IA ID 1.0
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1971/403 14167404 NR/05 ./40 190142 .149 .150

1 SS 60 't 37

1:::
P. mu. 40 30 10 10

50

10

0
20

SO

10

le tnix. A 10

93(153

10

*153
3

*2S)
3

36(37)
10

30(55)
3.5

22(50)

13

12(30)

9,4,
50150 ISO 101-200

30;103
30190

30i
100

30;400
max. uA 150

OV 9. 30

150
30 10:1: i 500.00 35,(14 10:.3

fir wr.mu. 4'
1 /1 :12If

0.42

1 MI
03

51425

typ. NM 035 035 035 0.45 OS 0.45

Silicon transition

Mud. frequency amnia.; mete general

2223708 2223709 2323710 2323/11 3221124

33: 33: 33: ;°0 :: ;°3

ic mac mA 30 30 30 30 100 200
1, m.. 90' 250 1.50 230 150 310 310

474 ,00
15-660

45;165 90i-130 1111-660 i
100-100

,120-360

'CLTZ.A. VVVV
10/05 30/35 10/05 10/0.5 10/1 50/5

200 100.
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AuemSsolossss u22106 .lo. W.I. sok...,

2/2110.1 2111924 2112123 IN2926 2111106 210020

MOR. 60 13 23 II 30 35

60
6

12

S

ZS IS
5

23

6

30

3

SO

S60

100

200
100

200 200

100

250

30

310

100-500 13.300 235 -470 33-410 HO min 100.100
11.01

Icy mrArA11.01 OS

I
0.3

1

OS
001
0.03

0 I
OM

N9BeficWWIB13333.
7,1.3.202 611132

2,111.
110

1.1 lop
120

23 Iss
120 2110

3 mos.
SO Esio.

8 TRF RECEIVERS

T. tuned tack; frequency (TRF) receiver is based co 'double

tunine-one before and one immediately after the preamplitiet Of RF

amplifier. as shown in the block diagram of Fig. 8.1. The two tuned
circuits ate literally identical and. In fact, are usually 'ganged' together,
using twin vatkbk condensers and adjusted by a single control knob
(although the respective chants ate wired to the separate electrical

parts of the two-part condenser -see Fig. 8.2).
To provide compkre matching of these two tuned circuits, the two

separate variable condensers are individually adjusted with the and of
smaller 'trimming CipaCII015 mounted' in parallel with diem.
the inductances of the two tuning call completing the respective tuned
wants can be matched for identical perform..< by winding co coil
formers with Irowelust cotes. In the manner small diffetences In the
actual wiring up of the two tuned circuits. and 8 effective component
values, can be balanced out for optimum performance. This, in fact, Is a

nectar, process In tenting up Of 04/11.88 tlu complete feCtittf (Of ben
perfamance, and can be date quite satisfactorily on a trial-and.enor

bans.

ft. EC. = Mug
711 8.1 Block dugrara of a tuned radio frequency (TRF)
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mInCliors with Nome iron n. II id an inteenting cbmil to
holmdment loth and compere the mammal. lapinnt Wi oblaLood
from a busk crysial WI with one sage of ampUlintion added. It should
be oopetko. but like the crystal het will moobe an efficient external
aerial mid good emth cameo:Ions before musfactory listening volume ki
obtained In most areas.
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Performance can be improved by using a Maher PO., trans'stor for
amplification. and.'or adding a further stage or two of amplification.
This follows along the same tines as Cot other caivors-sae Chapter 5.

A rather mote elaborate IRE Moult, but again using lowpower
transistors, is shown in Fig. 8.4. This uses a standard ferrite sod aerial

with Inductive coupling (see Chapter 4). and a ganged tuning capacitor
fm CI, C4.

9 REGENERATIVE AND
REFLEX RECEIVERS

In th< crystal set, and similar simple receivers. a weak RF signal in the
aerial b fed directly to the detector, and the extracted AF signal ampll.
fied to the required level to operate headphones or a loudspeaker.
However, no amount of AF amplification after detection Is effective A
the original RF strength is too mall.

An obvious method of improvtng this bate of affairs would be to
amplify the RF signal picked up by the aetial and tuned circuit before
passing to the detector. This is quite a practical arrangement, the
immediate advantages being an improvement In both semrielry and
sekenviry, and also q.Aly of reproduction. Improved sensitivity
means that snake, (more distant) stations can now be received at

greater voluine; btuer selectivity mans that sharper tuning can be
obtained, a necessity to eliminate interference from adjacent nations

now mote readily picked up.
Quality is improved became them Is kss demand for AF ampll-

kat.. while the output power on readily be boosted to operate a
'm.o.., without putting any par ilculatly high demands on either
the efficiency of the rebel system or the AF amplifier stages.

An cfrmentaly circuit of this type is shown in Fag. 9.1. using a single
transistor as a prenmplifier, followed by a diode detector. This is easy

to build and should week quite well in most areas. although still almost
certainly requiring 2 good external aerial and earth connecitons for the
best results. and must be used wt. an Inductively coupled tuned
circuit.

There A, however, a method of considerably Improving the
perfonnance of this set by incorporating regeneration This A done by
taking part of the amplified signal and feeding it back into the tuned

71
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cumecad to the flan end of the recruit, another to the lop end of
ihe read carer. The free ad. of thew wavelets ace can longed
torero. over a length of Area half an lab.

This, in effect, acadh a apecave coupling for the feedback signal
where la actual amount of feedback can be varied by twisting the
wIret none tightly loather.. onor ating past of their agree. The
ogle.. accoutre of 'Wise on.bloomedby expearen I. when Ow
final performance thoWd be comiderably betterthanthat of Ow
original elm.. Hower.. the podrim of dle naiad wire coupling
relativeCo Mitre oompenentsis mina: any slight disturbance ao
censidecobly modify t eperformance or CNN alt receiver to oscillate.

Fa a more subk ersenegmem.10 -pp or 20.pF tremor/ ea..oe
an be wed !mead of twimed MINI to peonde the feedback coupling.
adjuned fa opchnom render,

If the at dean. 'work wide hegneration..or dee:emits arepoorer
titan the original reran. then Ore feedback la probably 'negative' cache,

rip3 Caw eg Sire. regenerative mew. min Mo..
covpled Rea.
TH.

IXwf
for sqvinkmil
tonins carruhoc

0.310 !Flo 0.1oF01n4eapreinonn
(3,,F te6pr

ar
*le pers.°,

RI.. mesa R (MEI bni /Roe
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Men 'pane, Revered of the coupling -coil cconections should CORM
this.

An even better arrangement A to use inductive filtilt1 than capacitive
coupling for the feedback. which can be done by An.ng a feedback
cod on the same (mile rod as the aerial cod. A suitable feedback coil A
made by winding 8 turns of 38-s.w.g. wire on a similar papa skews to
the tuning coil. so that the finished cod can be Ad , and down the
ferrite rod. The degree of coupling can then be adiasted by sliding this
feedback coil up and down the rod to wive A a position which gives
optimum results.

The circuit A also modified somewhat. as shown in Fig. 9.3. to
Include a variable capacitor connected to the itanustor collectce to
control the amount of reaction or regenerative feedback. If die set does
not oscillate with this variable capacitor adjusted to rnfninerm capacity
(i.e. vanes fully closed) then the feedback coil must be reversed on the
ferrite rod (alternatively reverse the coil connechone to the test of the

circuit).
This particular circuit can also be used as the 'front end' of a receiver

to which one or two further stages of AF amplification can be added
(see Chapter 5); Ad termina,g in a push-pull output if dotted (see
Chapter 6).

The super.regenerative receiver

The Inn to which ordinary regenerative amplification can be earned is
the point at which oscillation suits. so the RF amplification (Ad ill111
the sensitivity) of e regenerative receiver A limited by this coati,. The

superlegenerative receiver ts a development which overcomes this

limitation by Mood., Into the detects circuit an Aemating
volt, of a frequency somewhat above the audible lunge (typically
between 2.0 to 100 kik). In such a manner as to vary the operating
point of the detector. In effort, this imetruption or quench frequency
switches the detector (originally adjusted to be near the point of
oscillation) in Ad out operation. The time taken for the RF
oscillations to build up to their peak will be proportional to the oeiginal
modulated signal (i.e. the RF signal picked , by the aerial), and by
arranging for these to be quenched before they can teach their peak,
extremely high amplification is possible-rnuivalent to a gain of over
one million in a sMek step in certain caws.

On this bads. the C.. IS tided for Increasing the rensithiry of a
receiver in a relAsely simple manner. Howes, both the design
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requirements and adjustment are somewhat critical. but more advent.. d
and detailed treatment of these A beyond the scope of this book. The
supemegenerative receiver, too, is not particularly suited for the
reception of normal broadcast frequencies. The circuit requires a ratio
of signal frequency to quench frequency of the order of 1,000:1 or
greater. which means alai for a broadcast signal of 500 kHz the quench
frequency must be of the order of 500-1,500 Hs. or in the audio band.
A further limitation is that, as they are continually oscillating, they will
cause Interference on other receivers in the neighbourhood -althoug%
this effect can be minimised by suitable circuit design.

A further variation. which is even less thimble for lower radi
frequencies but again Is capable of liking excellent imadu with ver
high frequencies, A the self,enching super.mgeneratIve If

CI., the name imphes, the nipertegenentive detector supplies
Its own quench frequency. The frequency of these quench oscillations
depends on the feedback and the 'time constant' of the circuit, the time
between each bunt of oscillation varying as the input signal varies. The
action of the oscillations h said to be a blocking or .sqtAggiig* effect.

Reflex receivers

A reflex circuit weeks on a rather different principle. lime he audio
frequency signal following the detector Is fed back into a pre -amplifier
stage. the complete circuit in block diagram form in Fig. Ste also
providing RF and AF amplification. It looks a more complicated circuit
involving a considerable number of components but, in fact. a single
transistor can be made to perform the work of RF end AF amplifier.

Fig. 9, shows a basic single.uansistor reflex circuit which is fairly
non -critical and should be easy to operate satisfactorily; this is actually
a thieestage circuk

Fig 9.4 Block diagram of  row -stags zstlea rocemr.
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11.01.TS

rand( 17. Siej5e.liansisto, thrce^s1.1ge rrnrx recenu.

LI, ttsellagd udJ rod wish lapp..5 point
CI. SOOTF nsiabLe cop cstor
C2. 0.05 yF
C3. 10 pFa 20 pF
64.1,01:10 pF
R, IM
TR. 2N2926

A rather more conventional design is shown in Fig 9.6; the 'front
end' of this circuit comprises the tuned citcuil feeding m RF amplifier
stage. In this type of cirail the tuning coil must be Inductively
coupled. The output from the RF amplifier employs what is known as
choke cupacilance coupling, a radio-fiequemy choke coil (RFC) being
used to ensure an adequate load impedance for RF currents without
having a d.c. voltage (i.e. offering high resistance to RF but low
resistance to d.c.). The use of WI choke coil also want that We gain of
the amplifier varies with the frequency of the input, because the
reactance of the choke Mitt with frequency. This effect is not
desirable, but is tolerable in this type of chat.

The output of amplified RF is fed from this stage into the detector
stage. A feedback is arranged as follows: the AF signal passed by the
detector, plus a little residual RF appearing at this point, is passed back
to the base of . uansistor M the previous stage. the AF being lade
affected by the capacitor C7. However, any RF is heavily attenuated or
reduced, thus the trontstor h mode to perform the additional function

flegeneratly And Reflex 1106017076 77

OOIRE

,,5 ,Mirc:g
18.

SZotrattor
151.11. Mk, MeV.

CI, 1.500 oF' R1,221.11
CI, 2/0 or 4.7 LO

O.01 It3,I.310o

Cif, 0003 oF D. mode
(1.10,717 V 711..0

t and 1.3.70.0 Ichokace110. tax.

of an AF ampbfiet. By choosNg a suited< Moe for C7 a low teammate
to ILF k assured, but a high reactance to AF. Foe example, a 0.01 plc
Cap.. has  reactance of 30 SI at 5013 kHz, Moreming to 3,00001 ad

kia. If 5 1111 momenta the upper Iltult of AF await likoly to be
=countered. Iowan.. will becoma ptoportionately higher at bevy
audio fraquencam. Convene], rot roll. (sequential above 500 Mix the
teanance dame. propottl=ately.

Speed -men= fed the RFC h I or 17 millibmwica A mutable
coil can be tried, by %oblong on a standard I.= diameter cod tamer.
uung 371.0.1. enfolded ...Col Iwo I...rocky Necks ham thin
1,0110 Or sonilar insulating material to fit =gather on the coil farmer.
roach), them a or. op.-N.9.7.1'6c room.. oat the chroks 0 then
completely fined will a windukg of 38-t.w.g.insulekd wire. winding=
ono Jaya with terra adoment. Men a second lay= over the lop. and so

countil Me cod has bulb up to dm same Mammas as the =cake The
d windings can he held vnth a wrapping of ealklose tape and the mils
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1" DIAMETER
FORMER

DIA

DUST CORE

Fig. 9.7 Coil former for winding the RFC coils.

should be secured to one of the cheeks with sealing wax or something
similar. The provision of an iron -dust core to fit the centre of the coil
core enables the inductance of the completed coil to be varied by
screwing in and out, thus taking up any differences introduced in the

actual winding; in other words, the dust core forms a trimming
adjustment.

All the other components used are familiar, standard types.
High -impedance headphones, or a high -impedance magnetic type
earpiece must be used with this circuit.

The same circuit can be modified for regenerative working as well
(regenerative -reflex receiver), simply by connecting a 10-pF trimmer

L1

REGENERATIVE
C3 > COUPLING OPTIONAL

R 11 RFC
II C2

L

ti
TR

L2

11

D1

=C1 D2

4.5T0
9 VOLTS

Fig. 9.8 Circuit 19. Single -transistor reflex receiver using two
diodes.

Cl, 0.01 AF

C2, 220 pF
C3, 20 pF
R, 100 k

TR, 0C44 (or equivalent)
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capacitor between the collector of the transistor and the 'hot' end of
the tuned circuit. This capacitor is adjusted to give optimum regener-
ative coupling.

In areas where radio reception is generally good, either circuit (reflex
or regenerative -reflex) if assembled correctly should give good listening
strength without the use of an external aerial.

It is possible to simplify the single -transistor three -stage reflex
receiver by using two diodes in the circuit instead of one. A typical
circuit of this type is shown in Fig. 9.8. Again the circuit may be
converted to regenerative -reflex working by connecting a 10-pF or

AERIAL
IF REQUIRED

C2 R1

,C1

2

ill
11

3

C3
R2

R6

C8

R3

II+

D

p

L2

R4

R7

R8 R9

PHONES

SW

1.
EARTH IF
REQUIRED

R5 C7

Fig. 9.9 Circuit 20. Four -stage reflex receiver. This is an extended
version of the design given in Fig. 9,6-the same basic circuit with
the addition of an AF amplifier stage. Using low -power transistors,
output power is matched to high -impedance phones.

Cl, 500 pF D, any crystal diode RI, 22 k
C2, 220 pF Ll, L2, choke coils R2, 4.7 k

C3, 0.01 gF (see text) R3, 3.3 k

C4, 32µF TR1, 0C44, 0C45, XA102, R4, 22 k

C5, 47 pF or near equivalent R5, 1 k

C6, 0.005 µF TR2, 0071 R6, 4.7 k

C7, 10µF R7, 22 k

C8, 8µF R8, 10 k

C9, 814F R9, 4.7 k

V
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9 10 Ctn. 21 'MO, A to, undewanomw noes= iron
1.1,03 by %W.I. matehamg one of dale +pecid

repo anal code. h n  regenerator =nu =Ich um  =morn
or components and re capable or excellent performana for web 
=Flameout. Matching phone, are 50-100 n

LI. L2, Weyrod cod R 1.4 k

CI. 3S0 pF R2.1001
C2. 0.00I id, R3.4,1
a 220 pE Rd. 100
01.11uF VRI.5
C5.0.010 TR. %A I 03. or equoolent

20.pF ttimmer capadtur between the tiansistor collector and the tuned
circuit.

The output from the reflex stage may be fed directly into

headphones (three.staite c.a.), or may be followed by a stage of
normal AF amplification (four -stage circuit -see Fig.9.9), or further

atages of amplIfication (flve.stage circuit), etc, all the additional stages

being AF amplifier stages.
A, with the simpler circuits, however, there h a practical .11 to the

number of amplification stages which can usefully be added. The boot
three -nag circuit (with no AF arnplifiet) should give audible head-
phone reception on a num. of Aliment stations; the four-sus
circuit should stye good headphone reception with local stations very
loud; or equally be capable of giving good volume 80th a loudspeaket.
dependingon choke of transistors for the ample. stages.

egenerative A. Reflex eceonrs 131

Ply 9.11 Ch,..1/ 27. Thee,thelstot neensealhe mt. hi.

eepe0.,. reaped, The h/vehhee h

:WA., kr hecedeast heguencies leeeel PM al*
antl neede la be inadjugei when 1he ie. IL tun. te  different
sl!fien The (LI) h  90.turn enunellee

::;14;1;ets7h7enr"
C1.310 pF 0.1.3 k
C1,0.03 1111,30.1926.01,halen1
Cl, 0.03 NP .1.2.113926, o, ppd..
C1, 13 or 1113, AC120.0t equIvelthl
0.1.3900. Lotehpeelet. Brt
112, h1

0.3,100
0.1.310



10 SUPERHETS

The supedietetodyne or super...miser wotks on a more complicated
principle than other types and inviabies mote stages and more
components. The RE signal by htuned circuit h combined with

IIF opal genetated by a local oscillator . the teethe, itself m
a mixer or cowrie," stage. This stage Men has an output which is a
'beat' frequency. equal toh difference between the two signals. this
'difference' froaueney being called the intermediate fremer, (IF).

T. IF output ho,, the mixer is then amphfied fin one or more
stages) before being passed to Ssecond detector stage. "Mete the
modulated IF is conveited to AI, and subjected to (indict maga of
amplification. The second (IF signal is genented within the receiver
itself by the liF or local oscillatot. applied to the mixer. A block

111, if
=

1.0UOV.0.9

14. 10 I Block &apart of a sapcihrt aucolt rerdbacit of
pro,. of the opal after .1. non n.ssusy
stduct pin on amp opals 2.1 pre.. dn. non thtooph
owrlo...11np. no, h known Ati:01,1.14 g2in cont. A GC)

$3
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diagram is shown in Fig. 10.1, where 0 will be noticed that R
amplification cm again be sephed ofter the tuned circuit, if required.

The principal odvantages offered by the supethet me that the gal
and selectivity from the IF amplifier do not depend on 0
frequency of Use signal as they do with .stroight. receivers. Also the I

can be made lower the signal frequency, resulting in higher sui
gain and a unmet response curve. Again, too. since the IF amplifier

dealing with a constant frequency it can dispense with variab

upaciton, reducing the risk of unwanted feedback and general,
snaking the thawtr less critical in design. The mein disadvantages a
the higher cost of such a circuit and the necessity of achieving prop

alignment.
Most commercial domestic receivers are of the sone.' type hem:

of the superior performance offered and, although lather trus

complex. the type is equally suited to amateur construction.
The usual IF employed Is between 450 and 475 kW (455 Otto

more or less standard M this country) and the IF amplifier is tuned

the specific IF employed; this IF amplifier thus employs one or mo
stages of RF amplification with fixed tuning. A little thought will sho
that to 'feed' the IF amplifier correctly It will be necessary to vary it
lout oscillator in step with the tuned circuit. Thus if the receiver
designed to tune Ma a range of horn, say, 800 Ms to 1,800 kHz cur
the IF is 470 klfz, then the oscillator frequency must range from SOO
470  1,270 kilt to 1,800 .470.2,270 kHz. Equally, to produce it
same IF response the local oscillator could be set to 800 - 470
330 kHz to 1,800 - 470 = 1,730 kHz. The result would to the same
far m the IF amplifier was concerned, in practice, however, It Is too

usual to esublish the local oscillator frequency above the sign

frequency.
The convener thus actually receives two RFs: the signal frequcni

which can be desiputed Fs and the local oscillator frequency Fo. T1
following IF amplifier stage is tuned to a fixed frequency of Fo - Fs
Fs, 0,0 IF (or Fs -  Fl, where the kcal oscillator frequency
chosen to be below the signal frequency); end It is the purpose 0101
conserter to Ripply this portigator IF as its output by a process
frequency consertion.

In fact, any oscillator /IF will 031.1.00 IF response at two sign
frequencies, one equal to Fo - Fs and the other equal to Fo o Fs. Ch

will be the real signal required. e.g. the correct value of Fs for t1

station selected, whilst the other is an undesirable image

IF
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To clarify this by a numerical example. suppose the desired signal
frequency is 800 kHz and the IF 450 kHz with the 11.11.11szor set
above the Input signal frequency. To produce the necessary IF output
at 800 kHz signal input the local oscillator will have to be set for 800 I.
450  1,250 kHz. Exacdy the same IF output will be produced.
however. If a 1,2501450 = 1.700 kHz input signal is received, sin..
result of mixing will again be a frequency 011.700 -45011.250 kff2.
MI essential feature of satisfactory working. therefore, is good

sedecfirity In order to reduce the response to Image signals to negligible
effects.

The 14ns/4o-image ratio. or image ratio as It is usually called.
depends on the sekctnity of the RF tuned circuits preceding the mixer
or converter. At the same the higher the IF the higher the image
18110, sin. taping the IF increases the frequency separation between
signal and hnage and plam the lane, farther away from the peak of the
resonance cum, of the signal.frequency circuits.

The less experienced amateur-and certainly the beginner-Is usually
reluctant to tackle nipmhei construction because of 1111 many
complexities and large number of components involved, particularly in
alignment, to get 4111111c. working sausfactorily. Probably the best
approach. until experience is gained.. nmerhet behrnour, 410 build
from hits. which include pre-aligred IF transformers. 110.17,1r, 11 if

ttelitcuiTt.'1=11:: MrMin"'a...sofnlInc".7:71V
amplification.
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Ng 103 C.a. 21 Comp. dntin av lo Dup.
ulna -Ia. to be foliowm by am MMue wiroot mot. 10, kap
toc.opn twos..
2131.21.29241 VIM 5-1 porentiormict

11.01.1021

294
,Cmatuakam . MPeriM

nl,i t k orb/Me: C3.5 or /I tiF
PS. 12. 01.0.01.1
1.1.1001 C5.3.1
Rd. 39 a Cd.0.01.2
W6.31.

IF oantromm
min or eitonommodu

poss. to produce a waking superb. otrall based on two ...dila
and. Pode dee...with taillably Plated componcals for *critic.
Morn the 10,2111 IUNng csrucli ors, local tail...
and IF tramfonnen.

bade superhet -front ear Including luned luml owIllato
and IF tansformer Mourn In F,g. 10.2. LI 010 1.0311 and L2 0
Ile coupling coil (each vv0vtgl on a fenite rod); 1.1 II IIIe kn.
mggtor ggd, 0,dggdvgly cooped ro Itani.Aur TOP Na Li and LA
TM resonant frequencies of Nem two Moab ve tuned rnunann ouvh

by the twaganged Puma.. CI an
6fi

d C.. In practical Maul
0.A variable capacitor would have its own trimmer capita, CTI

amCT?resptctirely, for fine ...tap
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Transistor TR I h the mixer or abrodyne ftequeney changer. the IF
signal being selected by the IF transformer I FT I .

The following =ti ins. fed from I FTI. use TR I as an IF amplifier,
and also provide the AF stage to feed the diode detector via a second IF
transformer 1172, The whole of this circuit is shown in Fig 103. An
additional stage of IF amplification could . included, and also a more
sophisticated output stage. Common practice is to follow a 'male stage
of AF amplification by a push-pill output. with the driver transistor
selected for high gain. and the output load formed by the primary of a

phase.splitting transformer. However. keeping the number of cony
patents Involved to a 11111111111101 1110 US, only INV IF itansforrnets,
considerably simplifies both consiniction and Amman.

Cenral tracking ct the aerial. and oscillatoptuned 0110111S 10

Ma11111110 the constant IF difference can be obtained by using a tuning

capacitor with specially shaped vanes for the OSC1112101 circuit; or by a
ccoventIonal padded capacitor. Stray capacitance between the serial
and oscillator sections of the tuning capacitor can forma path tot
unwanted feedback between the two sections. so a screen ts usually
placed between them to prevent this. These effects can also ante
between the wires connecting to the wavechange switch. so these must
be kept as 131.1 as possibk (or If completely incorporated on a

minted circuit, the circuit elements kepi short and well spaced to
elMtnale capacity effects).

In all cases, tegatilkss of the type of oscillator and m mt. the (1111 IF
11111$1,1111C1 remises 3 mixture of local oxillatorfrequency, signal
frequency and the sum and difference of the two. It is therefore
necessary to use a capacitor across the primary to produce an LC ch.ir
to resonate at the IF. This capacitor is of fixed value (matched to the
inductance of the coil), when any adjustment required for alignment it
provided by an non.dust cote in the coil enabling the ...ace to.
varied over the necessary range. Once the overall LC value bat been
adjusted to a resonant frequency corresponding to the IF the tuning
remains fixed.

Output from this stage is an AF modulated IIF signal at the IF.
which hes also been subject to ampbficatioq.

Abmment with simpk circuits should be quite straightforward and
can be done without the aid of a signal geietata. Particular care,
bower.. must be taken not to ovatighten the tuning slum in miniature
<011S 08 these are easily ravened. resulting m permanent damage to.
coil Mi. it will be actually impossible to remove 111C CO. W1111001 first
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generation of local oscillation feedback from the collector to the
emitter. The IF is Ukcled at the collector of the 0C44 by the first IF
transformer T3.

The IF amplifier comprises two 0C45 commonemittet 47.4
operating undateralized, with the choice of bandwidth compromising
between quality and selectivity. The third IF transformer TS is

connected to the 0A70 Mode detector, with the d.c. output fed back
to the first IF transformer to provide automatic gain control.
Double.tuned IF transformers ere recommended for optimum Fedor.
mane as regards frequency response and image rejection.

The Class B transformedess output stage requires a loudspeaker with
a 3541 speech coil to provide the correct sod for on output of 200
mW, with negative feedback applied to the emitter of the 0071 driver
from the loudspeaker terminal.

All component values are shown on the circuit diagram (Fig. 10.4).
The value of the tutting capacitance Is not critical, but must be
ancient to provide the &sited frequency coverage. The anal section
has a capacitance of 175 pF and the oscillator section a copacitan. of
125 pF. A semen should be used between the oscillator and 551111
sections of the tuning capacitor 0.e. the tuning capacitor so specified)
to be SIM of eliminating undesired feedback in the circuit. The
possibility of feedback will be at maximum when the receiver . tuned
to its highest frequency, and will oho be incensed when the tuMng
capacitor has a low value (e.g. as typically the case with a miniature

tuning capacitor).
A miniaturized vosion of the 010101 circuit is shown in Fig. 10.5.

again with ail component marked here the output is reduced to

100 mW driving a 7541 miniature speaker. Current consumption of this
circuit is reduced from 9 rnA zero signal. 20 triA average, to 7 mA and

13mA, respectively. This miniaturized circuit per.ts of further

modification by substitutMg a Class A output with transfotmer drive to
the speaker. reducing the number of transistors required to five, but

Increasing the battery consumption.
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11 COMPONENTS

The following descriptions are intended to familiarise leaden with the
various basso components used in radio construction, as well as being a
useful reference when ackaing components for making a particular
cirait.

FluidOrs

The flrtt thing to remember about resistors IS that their Are is no
indication of their actual resistance value: rashes it is o tough indication
of the power Patine. Transistor circuits operate with low power ratings
and so small (physical) are commonly employed.

Actual Om of resistors ranee from 4 mm long by 1.2 mm diameter
(with a rteW' power rating). up to about 50mm long by 6 mm
diameter (with a 7.W power mina and even larger in the old.faMioned
type of carbon tad resistors. A comparison of modem resistor an A
given in Fig. ILI. this diagram n also a useful method of identifying
the various types of their shape.

There are live main types of resistors, ciamdfled by their cce.
struction.

(I) Moitittmkarbon rypt, literally a rod made from a mixture of
carbon and binder fired into a rigid form. This rod is usually protected
with a lacquer coating, or a paper or ceramic sleeve. These we the
old.fashioned type which an mill available (umally 'surplus' stock)
and me suitable for a, nomaitiul circuit. Ratings are usually
1,V ands W.

Ntestability carbon redstart much smaller and compact. made
from catboat film. These are miniature and subminiature In size and are

93
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9-41111=11.-
0-1111111=MMIS
Fly 11 .1 Modem tests.ors

1, A W casbon.111m 6. j W met, 0.it
2,

1

W earbon-nim 7, i W calOon.rgrn
3, W taibon.111m 8, 1 Vi .ut.we.wnd
4, W metal.fdrn 9. 3 W wise -wound
S. W carbon Alm 10, 7 IV sve.ww.lnd

the preferred type for general use because of their good stability, low
noise. and quite low cost. Ratings we usually 4, W. c W, I W. W,

W end I W.

(in) Metabfibre resistors. which are made by depositing a film of
nickel -chromium on a high,de ceramic body and then cutting a

helical track through the film to produce the required resistance values.
End caps are fitted to carry the leads and the resistor body is protected
by a lacquer coating. These are much more stable than carbon resistors
but cost about four Iirries as much. Ratings are from b W upwards.

(Iv) Meraloxide resisron, made by depositing a film of tin oxide on
special glass rod, the whole being suboequently covered with a

heat.resistant coating, Stability is again very high and this type Is

sinua/ly proof against damage through overheating (e.g. when solder.
ing) and is also unaffected by dampness. The usual rating is W.

(v) Wire...curd types. generally only required for special circuits
where very low resistance values are required Indio. very high currents
have ro be carried. Typical raring, may range from I to 5W fora 0,541
resistor to 25 W or more for higher resistance values.

Regardless of size. shape and type, the usual method of marking &
resist. vahle is by coloured bvds on the body. read in order I, 2.3

Components

aND 1.14.11PL.ER

r6.
DIGIT

tOt ERANCE
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Fs.g. 11.2 Standud reredos colour codes:

from the band nearest one end -Fig. 11.2. The quivakni value Ls

determined by.

1 2

gest.fml
gle.

gm, number
figure of of nouglat to

reststance !sentence

p.,1:4f41,1:::1value

Black None

Brown 0

Red 00

Orange
000

Yellow 0000

Green 00030

Blue 003000

Violet 0000000

Grey 00000000
Mesa 000000000

art,* le %WM colour code read as Brown, Glut Orange

BIOWD Blue Ora,
ware read as I 6 000

Le 16.000 n or I. kfl

On some old -type reustors the three colours are applied In a

different manner -a coloured body. coloured tip and coloured spot on
the body. The code Is then read in the order body, tip, spot.

Many resistors have an stiltional (fourth) colaued band. which
expresses the tokrance on the resistor value. The equivalent toter..s
so indicated rue:
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'ensconce from one value to the next. The usual 1.41211CG valuta
obtainable are thus:

n lees tan

Ir
1.0
1.2

1.0
1.2

15 1.5
18 Ili 1.8

'- 12
2 2.7

33 13 3.3
3 3.9

:..?4 6.7 !

56 5.6 5.6
68 6.8 6.8

'010
al 8.2

120
1

130
i$0

)90

560
680
820

Typical values fee wite.u.nd resistors be. 10 n es: 0.33.0.5. 1.1.5,2.
3,3.3,7.9,4,4.7.5.5.6.6,6,8 and 8.

Variable resistors (potentiometers)

Vonable resistors, or potentiometers, are normally constructed from o
resistive element, formed into a 27e arc. with a wiper aim connected
to it, and turned bye central spindle. There ale three external terminal
tags; the outer ones connect to the ends of the telecom element and
the centre tag to the wiper-see Fes 11.3.

The 'ensconce element may be a carbon track or a winding of
resWance wire (wirenvound potentiometers). Crubon.nack poten-
tiometers cow cheaper than cote -wound types and ore suitable foe most
general client! applications, et low power level,, e.g. ,0 IV/ for low
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votO0.0
3.114,03t40.4 no'

Fig. 11.3 1/miable resittot or potentiometer.
tt51StallCt Valtm5, reducing with higher resistance values. Wire.woun
potentimnetem have a higher power rating-usually of the order of 1
3 W continuous for the 001 ma; they are also made in love
resistance values obtainable with orbon.track potentiometers.

The usual resistance values available in each type are:

Carbontrack: 100,220,470,1k, 2.2 k,4.7 k, 10 k, 22 k,47 k .1001
220 k. 470 k, 1 M,2.2 Aland 4.7 M.

iffre.wound: 10, 22, 47, 100, 220, 470, 1 It, 2.2 k,4.7 k,10 k, 221
and 47 k.

The general 1FrIse4noce If typical carbon -track and wire.woun.
potentiometen Is shown in Fig. 11.4., they are also made with a gift

lit 11.4 Potendometert
A. 25,41 wan carbon-4mi, about 20mm diameter,
O. Cken.tYpe cmbon-trock potentimn0r. about 15 mm diameter.
(:Typical mre.ound potentiometer, diameter 15 to 75 mm.

Components 99

1160o:ifs:,

F4, I LS stem Ineer.typeCabon.tnulk polestioesstet.

rather than a rotary movement. The old type con.. of a ante

winding on a suitable cylindrical fol., traversed by a sliding contact
assembly. The modem miniature shderpotentiometer Is much mole
compact and fully enclosed, except for the slot to which she slider um
travels-Fig. 11.5. The resistance track may be mtbon. Of wire.wound.
Slider.type variable 1.1011 have come into fat. foe volume controls
on modern tad. designs.

Potentiometers we also described as knelt ol nonginear, .
referring to the manner in which resistance values vary with wiper
movement and not whether the potthUothelet Is a slider or totary
action type. With 11 linear potenttontetei the resistance change 11

dated), proportional to the dual movement e,g. a 50 .01 cent

100

so

; 20

0 q 20 70 .0 SO 60 70 .0 90 100

.E.,Crff w.x mum SOUTC,..02.110RLSi TAW.'

, II .0 LYRA: and 1 an... powntionetet dun ton...
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FN. 11.8 Examples of modem Manton mend n.

c,atets de, 1,000 . 0.1 rtF ult...
It, Fen.. plate. Yen from 4 x L3 mole 12 z3 mutt
Cc...plate tubule:
D. Tubular corm, tyNcal Nutt
E. Sewed coin;
F. Polyester,
n. nylon
II. Polystyreor.

by, replaced by miniaturised ones, although they continue to be mcd

M the capacity OAS to 2pF (e.g. In preference to an electrolytic
capacitor). Working voltages are of the order of 200 to 1.000 V for

paper types, or up to 10,000 V silk plastioimpregnated types.
Miniature capadton are of «ttnec. polystyrene. riser mica or

mylar construction-see Fig. 11.8. Ceramic capacitors may be of 0.1 FF

(but With working voltages generally substantially reduced above
5,000 pF capacity). 7libuter Mende capeaters ham a similar value
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re, and ate usually rated for a mean working voltage of 350 V.
Sdrered mice capacitors valuct ;angina Dom 2.2 pF up to 10,000
pF (001 pF)ate rather larger and have a higher yoke,. rating (typically
500 V).

Polyaler capacitors are produced to two main configurations,
cylimbical with offset end leads, and slab shape with radial leads for PC
board mounting. Physical sae increases with Mcreasing capacity feting:
shut a typical size fora cylindrical polyester capacitor of 220 pF or less
is R mm long by 3.5 mm diameter . for the highest values with this type
(e.g. 22,000 pF) siu can be up to 32 mm long by 12 mm diameter.
Polyester capdtors are usually constructed for high.capacity values.
e.g. 0.01 to 2.2 pF, with size again Mcreasing with capacity. Working
voltage rot these is normally 125 V for smaller values, or 250 V.

Mydv film 0.abinbrs ate similarly constructed, with radial leads.
produced specifically for board mounting. The range of values is
more limited, e.g. from 0.001 to 0.2 pF.

Other types include polybarbonare caporiton. made in both rect-
angular ('box) and tubular configurations. with working voltages of
2505/ for values up to 0.1 4F. and 100 V for values up to 14F,
although spool constructions foe high values can accept higher
working voltages.

AB the above are non.pokriard capacitors. meaning that it does not
matter which way round they are connected in a circuit. Other types
11. Mon:rd and must always be connected in a specific manner ('plus
to plus.). otherwise they will by degraded and eventually destroyed.

The best known type of pdatized aped., Is the electrolytic
awdellor, ofiginally based on an aluminium rod ce foil plate In contact
with a paste electrolyte. The capacitor Is then formed by passing a
direct current through 0 dining manufacture, depositing a thin Also of
aluminium oxide on the aluminium surface by electrochemical action.
This type of construction alkws quite high values of capacitance to be
produced Ina relatively compact envelope, e.g. up to 1,000pF. Exhort
Jell electrolytic capacitors permit even greater capacitance values to be
achieved for the same size, and so make It possibly to produce
miniature types with high capacity values. In the latter case the working
voltage is generally !educed.

Modem elecuolytic capacitors are usually of etched foil type, or the
more recently devekped tantalum construction, which are produced M
both conventional cylindrical configulation with axial scads and
tantalum bead form-see 11.9. Both types have low voltage ratings,

M1111111111111
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rand.. sits 40.4E

EltMaY. apadton
A.Metaattied cylindrical with axial lendy.
b. Tantalum bead, hp«. me range.

decremMg with increasing mooc), value, e.g. from 35 to 40 V Cot 0.1
PF capacity; to 3 V at 100 oF capacity. Tantalum capacitors re also
made in nompolarked form.

Views arc normally marked ditectly on the body of the capacitor:
some types, hoisiever, may be colour coded, the code adopted not
necessarily being universal (it can vary from one manufactuier to
another and horn country to country in the care of older products).

Polyeoter slab -shaped capacitors ate normally colour coded instead
of marked. the colours following the same code as fdr resistors. Up to
live bands can be med. the sequence being:

1st colour gives first significant digit m pF
2nd colour gives second signillant digit in pF
3rd colour gives the multiplier
4th colour gives the tolerance. e.g. Mille 10 , cent. blue

(sometimes black) 20 per cent
Salt colour gives the voltage. red 250, yellow 400 V

The fourth and fifth colonr bands may be missing: If only the fifth Is
missing, this implies a working voltage of 30 V.

Colour coding by tings may also be found on mouldedpaper and
some tubular ceramic capacitors. $0111. chic and slab.type capecitom
may be colour coded by dots-see Fig. 11.10.

Variable 0el30.001

Variable capatitots ate used for ming of trimming to enable the
capacitance in a aural eitatil to be adjusted. There are physical
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to 50 X 60 X 80 mm, or even larger, but is no indication of the working

capacity range. It is largely a of convenience and compactnem to

use miniature tuning capacitors fot transistor circuits and them may be

of the solid -dielectric rather than air-drelectrie type. Typical forms are

illuitrated in Fig.11.11,howinglingk and ganged condensers, the latter

used where two sap/tate are required to be tuned simul-

taneously from a singe conuol.

fig. 11.11 Tuning capacitors

At-clickctric;
Scild-thelecUlc.

,Sollradokattic. inintaturo;
D, Twa.ttom airdkkeute

Dimming nonitors we usually bawd on a mio.dielectric and

consist of two or MOTs plates separated by Wry thin 1.11.13 of mica.

Capacity is reduced by turrung a central screw to adjust the pleasure

between plates and mica. They are designer., primarily to be adjusted to

a required capacity value and then left set In this position but can,

however, be used as a tuning capacitor where their small physical sae is

an advantage (e.g, in a schmlnature receiver); they an also cheaper

than tuning capacitors.
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C. cent..
differenceg between a tuning caned. ands trimming cagautordm0
la Wu and construction, but both work on the maw principle and
cora an fact.. med.:either duly.

inwhe cupirdron are commonly of the airdlielecuic type, ...Ming
of two els of bucrmeshing meal saner, one set fixed and the other

stable by about ISO degtea by means of a spMdle. nen Mb/
doled Ow, the wfindle is firmed an that the rotating vane( we fully bi
mesh sdili the fixed wanes) cipasitance b e minimum, and when 0.10
opened (i.e, turned to (WI movement the upper. way) a maghnurn.

The maximum capacity of Wwdlekctric embark capacitors of Mir
configuration rungs from about 10 pF to 1,000 pF. Phyd[aliil, may
range from 'miniature% e.g. nbaut 25 min 5049 and 13 mm thick up
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Na 1 t.1: Timmer coponten

A. Beehive type isicdokcincli
B. AI( AlltiCrit.
C. obea-dietectne.
D.Cuainic.

Some forms of trimming capacitors ore shown In Fig. 1 /.12. Not all
such 4, have a mica -dielectric, some designs being based on o plastic
dielectric or even alr.spaced. The latter usually provide better reopmue
if o trimming capacitor is used as a noting control.

Like potentiometers. variable capacitors can have different work.
Mg characteristics, i.e. linear. logarithmic etc.. depending primarily on
dm shape of the plates. These throacteristics ate usually:

(I) Linear capacitance, where each degree of spindle rotation
produces an equal change In capacitance.

(ii) Even frequency, where each degree of spindle rotation
produces an equal change in frequency in a tuned dim..

(ti)Square law. where the change in capacitance is proportional to
the tquare of the angle of movement.

(to) Loginithmle, where each degree of spindle movement produces
o constant percentage change M frequency.

Linearlrequemy characteristic are .1.1111, profaned to a radio

receiver tuning capnitor.
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Transistors

Tranusters are classifxd under two main types depending on
the material used to their consituction. gummtum or silicon. Germ-
anium transistors see the earlier type, but performance has been
considerably Improved by adoption of alloy -junction or alloy -diffusion
methods of manufacture: slficoniunction 11.114Stat are normally made
by the playa proem Where special cluractedstim are required (e.g.
RF and IF applications). the manufacturing process is modified slightly
to produce what is called an epitaidal (siliconplanar) transistoc. There

is also a third type known as a fieldeffect transistor (FET) m whkh
both the construction and charade.. differ appreciably (rem
germanium and siliconju nction types.

In general. germanium transistors are wall suited to low.voltap AF
ClicUilf because of their low voltage loam and also because they can
easily be matched . pnpinpn pairs for push-pull output circuits:
they are also cheaper than silicon -planar transistors. Silicon transistots,
on the other hand. have lower kathge losses and higher voltage wings,
making them more suitable for higher output audio circuits, and for use

Fls. 11.13 Some tam.. outitne Yaps.
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6
at higher frequencies. They have We further advantage that they nn
operate successfully at temperatures up to 150°C or more. whereas the
maximum smiting temperature for germanium transistors Is normally
below 100°C.

Transistors are baskally threenlement devices, the connections to
We elements being In the form of three wires emergng from the
bottom of the Ilatiggloi, the whole being encapsulated in a metal or
plastic case. Transistor oull.s and sizes vary enormously (see
Fig. 11.13), but the arrangement of the emergent wires normally
follows one of the standard patterns to assist in identification-see Fig.
11.11. The three connections Involved we 10 We base 01 miner (e)
and collector (O.

When the 01111411101 Nee II circular, the wires may emerge in
triangulat form or m line. In the former case the two bottom points of
We triangle lk in a diameter line. and vkwed in this position from the
bottom We apex Wile Is base. the emitter is to the left of We b..
and the collector to the right. If the wires emerge In line. a white or
coloured spot on We can body marks the end corresponding to the
collector lead. The base u then the middle one, and the emitter the
other end lead.

With a rectangular base the WOGS again emerge in I.e. The collector
lead Is identified as being more widely spaced from the middle wee
(base) than the other end wire, although specific types may depart from
this configuration.

Some other valiant. are WOW, 1.11 FIR,. 11.15. Some may Weft,
wires emerging from the base to line; We additional wire is We middle
one connected to an internal shield (1). This does not form patt of any
connecuon to A Want and neither 4,110M:10f connected <Menially 10

Components ON
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412. 11.15 Soma amen lope, nenuster imps, me lutt
merountionk

Me cue. Other types 414 designed specifically to plug into PC boards
and haw rigid terminal snips miller than nark -ego. connections um

vaty.so it isimpoitent toverify deem fora pailiculyd type.
Pow, Duni:Won are of mote lugged construction and generally haw

different connedi0119 again. Some may have lion wire onnections.

other,. psi two terminal strips -.PM 1.16. t.
collector connection lt Mark. the coilmice .kg connected taternally
to the OW. Emitter and bar kerb are normally marked I' rod ble
respectimly. The °Akan conneellon is Men normally nark to one of

Ne mews mounting the crandator la to an external terminal mg

suitably connected to the cam}
Penes tionsistors are mounted on a heat fink to Wag in

diuipating heat from the ow. It k usually necessarY
grounded colketor circuit) to ekekkelly insulate the kandkor from

MU heat Milk at the tame time Mu insulator must be a good conductor
of hat. Suitable insulators are readily arailabk to make .at
consikkg of a eiropin mulct or washer of mica. ancelked aluminium or

fabric. Fabric washers requke greasing with silicon gate to make
0.. .11.s of power transistors 112v4 tubular

bodks when I finned cooling Om may be uudto 0ilpale heat, 0,0"
of heat sink.

WooC1'
WARE°

IN, 11.14 room tlaalins.
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Transistors are further clasnfled as being either pap or d

mart significance of which is the difference in polarity of connectior
Mott germanium transistors I. p-11, types (although it, ones
made for AF amplifiers and as the complement for matched pain
most general-purpose ilhcon transistors are npn types, although ass
is, ones are also produced. If M the thghtest doubt. the .U.1i tyi
shOuld be checked as connection wi,h reversed pourity can nrin d
transistor.

The general odes to follow as regards polarity of van..
connections LC

with a p4sfp transistor the collector must be Negative;
with a n -f, transistor the collector must be Positive.

re

ve
he

Or

12 CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION

The general rule for &signing a coo. layout o to follow, as far as

possible. the same doposnion and Motive poutionmg of the individual

components as on the circuit diagram. This should eliminate oect-long

wit. and avoid unnecessary crossing owl of leads.

Tag stops forma convenient method of assembling simple circuits

invoicing a relatively small number of components. Two tag strips,
mounted an inch or so apart on a Paxolm panel. enable individual

components to . soldered between pairs of sags with common

connecting leads where necessary-Fig. 12.1. Alternatively, ready
mounted tag snips can be purchased as tag boards. A component
continuing a chain ham a 'common point has its second lead soldered

to a spate tag. which Can become a 'common' connecting point for
another component, and so

, 12.1 Tag bmdi ms. by mounting ,ag sings on 
Paw. pant, or Nmg1,1 rcsd,m.n/r.

111
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This technique was illustrated In the constmalon of simple crysk
sets in Chapter 3. It is adapuble to more complex circuits, particular)
for experimental work. but is generally unudy and unnecessarily bulky
for general use. The greater Use number of comment., the more the
circuit assembly tends to expand kirgthwise, with lots of wasted space.

Direct assembly on be an attractive alternative where the con
plunks are laid out in order on a Pawl. panel. ConneMions are mad
by twisting appropriate leads together, then soldering (cutting of

surplus length of leads where necessary). Larger common connection
can be made to a length of 'tinned' copper wire of about 16 s.w.g. laid
Oat on the panel. One or two major components, such as acrid eMI
and the tuning capacitor, can be secured to the panel, forming a
anchor point for the of the circuit. Main terminal point, e.g. fc
battery connectors, can be formed by 6.11A brass bolts fitted through
holes &riled at one end the panel.

Constructed the result can be quite neat and eelatIvei
compact. with the whole circuit quite rigid-Fig. 12.2.

'Christmas tree' layout Is for the experimental or test circuit only, It
follows the same prUctple of connecting components by twisting an
soldering individual together, but without any attempt to Is
tIsem out flat or mount on a panel. The result invariably looks prete,
messy. but it a amok and It works-provided leads donor aaldentall,
touch one another and produce a shoridecult.

Breadboard constnsetice is probably the best fee the mote action
experimenter, and can also be used foe permanentciemil is where metal

113
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are simply copper with drilled holes, component leads being soldered in
position; strip lengths in this case may be in separate sections. or run
the whole length of t. panel, In the latter case the strip being cut
through to isolate each group of connection points as required.

Pegboard assembly is based on a perforated baseboard A a suite.
Insulating material with terminal pillars which can be Insetted into
holes, required, to provide connecting points for components-Fig.
'2.5. The pillars may have a screw top for solderless assembly, or be A
plain copper or brass for soldered connections. A similar technique can
be allied to a 'breadboard' with prefabricated connecting strips, the
terminal pillars being inserted in the pre.drilkd holes, and strips isolated
as necessary.

Proprietary constructional panels of these two types are designed for
both amateur and general use and are widely favoured by many
constructors who find designing their own component layout a tricky
problem. A feature of many A .hese A that they can be used over and
over again. The best advice regarding their suitability is to experiment
and find by experience which appeals most to the individual builder,
ls found easiest to use.

An alternative 'homemade' system, wineh would be regarded as
crude by mot professionals, is to cut a panel of ply or even held balsa
ro, the base, draw on she position A the components (as near to scale
as possible) and clearly mark the common connection points required.
A copper nail is then driven into the base at each end of the. points,
forming terminal posts to which component leads can be soldered-Fig.

Pasaa

Fla_ 11.5 l'caboard. conitruclaan .3i111 a pagfwated baseboard
and pis tin teinunal,alan.

Construction

PaS411.06,rajan
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MNatED OUT OPOMT TINNED.COPED won

Fig, 124 ropy. mil' technique -gala vita. far smart cmuits

12.6. Longer common leads can again bee length of tinned copper
wire soldered between two end nails.

A refinement of this is to use a Pax. panel. and screw . bolt

small individual tags to main and common connecting points; the longer
common connections ITC formed from tinned cop, wire soldered

between two lap Individual common connecting points are formed by

separate tags-Fig. 12.7.
The best technique. particularly where mMiaturintIon of the circuit

ia required. is printed...it assembly-Fig. 12.8. Printeckircuit stock
is Invariably purchased In panels which 111 be cut lo the overall size
requited, one face of which is coated with copper foil and the actual

drcuit pattern produced by etcing. This invokes transfertMg a

drawing of the circuit on to the copper. coating all copper areas which
are to remain with a suitable resin, and then immersing the panel in an
add bath to etch or dissolve away the remaining unwanted copper. The

aecovnwas
mos

PANEL

FIN. Homgabncaled tq ma boebv panel
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sesist is then removed with a solvent. when the PC panel can
prepued for component assembly by drilling...

MI this work a well wtthin the scope of the amateur enthusi
either working from a PC plan or designing a suitable minted par
equivalent to a theoretical circuit design. although the latter
become quite an involved business. Mtematively, many standard SO,
designs etc., are available at kits or In component form for hi
assembly, including a complete PC, ready drilled as necessary; the lat
feature saves o lot of time and effort, being a point of design on whi
the less experienced constructos is likely to go wrong.One of the b
essentials of PC .sign, in fact, is complete familiarity wtth compon
sires so that mounting holes or holes for leads properly match
components to th accommodated, all aff2nged in logical trader, b
physically and elects ically. Unlike ordinary wiring., PC conduc
cannot be crossed over each other.

The important thing so remember is that the PC pattern has to
etched in on the copper side of the PC board. Simply titak
tracing of the original thawing of the component layout and connecil
and turn this over to bunter on to the cop, aide of the PC boa

The layout should follow baskally the sane physical urangement
the theoretical citcuit. Where the diagram itself includes crmsi
conductors it may well be of considerable advantage to discover
can be replanted so that these ale eliminated. If tha lathes phssie
impostilile, and a solution cannot be found by altering the anangern
of the components, it may be necessary to terminate certain c
sections on the PC lands and Interconnect to crow mkt lands with
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insulated jtunpa wire. Milk LIou may be considered bad design, it is

perfectly suitable for ac -off or amateur construcUon. Beat in mind,
too.. components themselves can be used fa bodging over adjacent

conduct..
The minentrcanying capacity of condo:ton vanes with foil duck

ncss but, since the current values in Uansistm receiver circuits are

invariably low, conductor site k unlikely to be critical. although
recommended minimum figures should be &acted to.

Minimum '<commended conductor width is a tn., with al least
in. clear spacing between adjacent conductors to reduce the possibility

of accidental 1.1i0177 Of .britigin6 between diem when soldering. The

drawing should a1w allow for a minimum spacing of at least is in.

between the outside conductor and the edge of the PC board.

Where holes have to be drilled to take component leads. the

be diameter should closely match the lead sue, e.g... a typical resistor

lead of 0.028 In. (22 s.w.g.) the corresponding hole diameter should be

est, at least 6 in. or No. 67 drill. Sullkient area of copper land' should

ern be provided mound each bob fin a minimum width of 4 In. (FM. 12.9).

:an The holes should be correctly spaced to match component leads,

die allowing fa a 'finger tend' at each end or down the side of the

me component, according to whether horizontal or vertical assembly n 10

Cel be used (Fig. 12.10). The former is to be mekned exapt where a

ich minimum sue panel is aimed al, when vertical mounting of leak.,
uic ere., W17 997977 minimum base area. At no point, how., should
rat spacing between adjacent holes be less than twice the laminate

the Wickness (Le. normally nob len than f M. on standard laminate).
ash Other points to watch arc that whet, conductors join al an acute

on angle they should be faired in with a generous fillet. increasing the area

be

a sNauv
ins BENDS
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I, 12.9 Recommended proporOons fa condocrots. Waco', ere.
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The solution normally used for etching is ferric chloride mixed with
I bide hythochlork add. or straight dilute oink acid. The former is
generally preferred since it dens not 'gas' as much as the acid alone, but
either will be equally effective. This solution IS poured into a suitable
shallow container. and the laminate immersed in rt. Rate of etching will
depend on the tempetatine of the aolithori and also the degree of
agitation. Thus. at a temperature of 10°C a ferric,thlonde bath all
etch the copper at a rate of about I thou. in 20 minutes-or nearly an
hour to etch 3 thou. foil; al 20°C the rate of etching is increased to
about 10 minutes per thou.; and at 31'C is alment twice as fast
again. The rate can also be increased by gentle agitation. moving the
board gently backwards and forwards In the bath. or gently rocking the
container to swill the etching solution from end to mi.

Etching should be allowed to proceed until all *Inas of capper hate
disappeared from the surface. The board can then be removed and
rinsed under running water to remove any traces of etchant. The paint
or thsni ink covering the bath is then removed either with a solvent
(e.g. cellulose thinners. for cellulose print) or a cleaner (must inks).
After this. again wash and by the board; then it is ready for dolling.

Three basic rules must be observed when drilling the PC panels.

(I) Always use a sharp doll (preferably a new one, or one which
has been re.sharpened pdor tome).

DO Always drill boot the copper side (i.e. copper face up).
010 Always use a backing of hard material underneath so that the

.111 point will not tear out a cation of the laminate when It
bunks through.

Drilling may be done with a hand Of eketric drill, the latter being far
less thing to use when there area large number of holes to be made,
although the small size of thin required may lead to a high breakage
late unless special care is taken.

Notes on soldering

Meant irons are invariably used for eke borne assemblies together with
resineored solder (1.e. the solder is In the form of a hollow wire with
the core filkd with with flux). Flameheated arms are not satisfactory
for they are usually too large and cumbersome and also do not permit
good temperature control. equally. one should always use an electrical
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12.10 Mount. components on a printed -en.. baud.
Vsrl . mount. toes sp.

bonded al the joint and making the copper fu Ins liable to be tilled.
Also, do not leave unnecessarily wide or large areas of copper as

conductors as these may be subject to excessive hearing and expansion,
with the result that the copper tenth to lift from the base. Either
reduce the outline of such areas or relieve the surface area with dots to
be etched away. This is not so important on low.voltage circuits, but on
mains.uperaied ones no copper SMI of more than about one square

inch should be 1111
The first step, having prepared a PC drawing, Is to cut the laminate

to the required overall the using a fine.tooth saw. The copper surface
has probably become greasy and shay through handling. and so should
now be thoroughly cleaned by washing with a detergent and rubbing

dry with a clean cloth. 11 the copper is discoloured through corrosion,
use a domestic abrasive cleaner to bring it up blight clean.

A test of cleanliness is to hold the panel under a tap,eopper side up,
and thaw water to run on lo it. If the water flows smoothly over the

whole area, the surface Is clean and grease.fiee, if Isolated patches of

copper stay dry they are still coated with grease and need further

cleaning.
Once completely clean the PC pattern is drawn or traced on to the

copper. Cellulose paint or tesisl ink should then be used to paint in all
the .d area, using a ruling pen for straight tines and a small brush to
complete the wider whom; the whole of the pattern may be p.ted

on, if preferied. although 110 result may be somewhat mare ragged.
Avoid using too much paint or resist, as this may overrun the outlines

but, al the same time, M. sum that all the land areas me fully
covered. The painted pattern should then be left to thy, which may
take an hour or more with cellulose paint or 10 to IS minutes with
resist inks.
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(axed) solder when no separate dux is required: an addtype
should never be used on ekctrical work as this will inevitably ptodu
corrosion.

The basic risks for good soldering we extremely ample. dthovy
they me frequently ignored. They may be summarized 131

(I) The hon should be of the tight the and type.
(II) The iton should be hot enough to melt the solder freely.

(III) The tip of the bon must be kept 'tinned' and clean.
(iv) nie work solaces to be soldered mint be dean as

gumtree.

The correct size of hon is impatient fa if too small u will mod
lose heat when applied to the work, and If too Luse may overheat

adjacent components be awkward to apply. Fot PC assemblies
r1N. bit diameter h about right for general work-not too la, bar
large enough to retain enough heat for more or less continuous work.
may he awkward to use when soldering up a miniature panel where tl
lands are dose together, when a tjn. or even a bin. bit may
preferred. TIth mallet slat will, hoverer, usually lose so much heat
completing a single joint that it has to be left to heat up again before
can be applied to the second joint.

Iron the Is also specified by wattage. but this is more of a nomin
rating than anything the. for irons by different manufacturers but o
the same dated wattage an have a considerable difference
performance, e.g. differences in heating -up times and in bit temperatur.
achieved (and variations. the latter can be as high as 100°C). To avo
the possibility of overheating, an hat with a rating of more than 50 0
should never be used for PC assemblies.

too voltage must be matclud to the mains voltage available and it L

usual 10 Operate an eleclnc iron on the middle voltage of the erg

fora 240.V mains a 230/250-V loon would be coital. An iron shout,
nevus be operated on a mains voltage below the lowest (pm of
rating as us such a cue It will not develop its correct bit temperature.

Typically, a good clank Iron will achieve a saturation temperatu
of approximately The time taken to reach this unmeant. wil
vary with the size and design, but very roughly should be of the ad
of wattage divided by four (in seconds), e.g. in the cam of a 30-W it,
die bit should reach its maximum or saturation temperature M abo
30.4 e 7) seconds. It should also take about one..d of this time (1
salts divided by 12) to molt a satisfactory bit temperature f
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soldering (250°C), although this can readily be judged by trying the
solder on the bit to see if it runs freely.

The minimum bit temperature requited for satisfactory soldering is
a0°C above the melting point of the solder used, which will vary with
the composition of the solder.

Whether the temperature of the bit is satisfactory or not can readily
be judged by the time it takes to complete a joint. This should be not
MOIL than three to four seconds, and . resulting joint should be
Night clean, with the solder compktely 'wetting both 'sitcoms. If the
joint takes longer to make and/or the solder has a pasty of dull
appearance, the 11011 Is not hot enough. If the solder is reluctant to take

llow over the jMnt. or collecu in blobs rather than spreading out,
then the sodom are dirty.

Before attempting assembly on a PC board the panel should olvnys
be cleaned so that the lath are bright oil over with no dull spots, and
subsequently should not be finger.marked by handing. An ordinary
domestic powder ckanet is as good as anything for cleaning the PC
lands, used wet or dry. .< panel then being rinsed under running water
to remove any traces of abrasive, and &MI on o clean rag.

Component leads arc normally 'tinned. and therefore in a suitoble

state for soldering. Almost certainly. however. .tinned surface will
have become dirty or partly cotroded during handling and storage and
it is generally recommended to clean leads immediately prior to
assembly and soldering in positice. A scrap of fine emery paper
excellent for this, simply %Ionised atound and pulled .long the length
of the lead, taking care not to impose excess mechanical Ma.
similarly viols tags etc. Time taken in cleaning leads etc., is usually time
saved. for one can then be sure of a satisfactory soldered joint at the
first attempt.

Then there b the question of heat damage to consider. Provided the

joint I completed quickly-i.e. within three or four wends of
application of the iron-no component Ls tholy to suffet heat damage.
This even applies to banns., which are normally rated to withstand
continuous application of  soldering bit no closer than 4 m. from the
base fora period of up to ten seconds without damage. Thus if dl goes
well and soldered joints are completed quickly and neatly, it . seldom
necessary to WO, about herd damage.

It is soil, however, commonly recommended that o 'heat .1
should Away. be used on each lead of a transistor when scattering in
position. A heat sink, basically, ls a mass of conducting material which
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will absorb heat from the lion rather than let We full heat flow up the
lead The jaws of a pair of pliers gripping the transistor kad form a
suitable heat sink; or, if these we not convenient to use, a crocodile clip
can serve the same purpose (especially If We jaws are flkd flat to
provide maximum surface contact with the kad).

The most likely cause of heat damage is revaking a joint which.,
not been ma. properly. Of trying to unsolder a lead which has been
wrongly positioned. This may entail leaving the iron in contact with the
joint far longer than Me 'safe three or foot seconds, when damage can
result to the component. Excessive heat applied locally in this manner
will also tend to 'life We copper land away from the base material. a
PC panel.

cur RE,ocC

iFa112.,11The
safest t..a to retnoe a faulty component I.a),lav

o .,i.ff.
Removing a which has teen mounted on a PC can, in

fact, . a tricky process. if it is a faulty component which Is to be
replaced the safest way to go about such a job is to cut it off, as shown

in Fig. 12.11, leaving stub lengths of the original kad protruding from
the plain side of the PC .panel. The new component can then be
sold.ed in place to these stub leads. Alternatively, having cut off the
component, each kad can be removed in turn by laying the tip of the
.."1 on We told. joins (PC side) and withdrawing Me lead with plias
as soon es the solder has melted. Then, before it has had time to set
again, blow surplus solder out of the hole (Fig. 12.12).

To remove a component Mtact usually means waking. one kad at
I lirne,11f.g flat one end of We component and then the other. This

rcazzaz""'" !Err fgrs 2S4c1fo..

Fig. 12.12 Rentainira lead, can then be ternoted, ready to n, mat

component.
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is not always possible when the component is mounted on rigid leads or
tags, generally demanding overlong on pairs of tags at a time and
gradually kvertng the component upwards. This usually entails con-
siderable risk of overheating the component and of lifting the PC lands
If too much heat is applied to the tag side.

A trick which often helps A removing a rigidly mounted component,
such as an IF transformer, is heat the tags and remove the solder
with a suitable stiff -bristled brush. This I repeated on each tag until the
component A auffickntly looser. A h 0.1 fie, It is important,
however. A avoid splashing excess solder m to other pare of the PC
board.

Unless obviously faulty. transistors or diodes should not be removed
from  PC board once assembled, a the pilISIbillty of permanent
damage resulting A high. If imperative that they should be removed
(e.g. tf they have been connected up wrongly), a heat slAnt should
always be used (e.g. a pair of thin.nosed phers gimping the lead
between the trandstor body and the PC board).

Mere the board itself is damaged-e.g. foil has come unstuck
througfi excessive local heating -loosened lands can usually be stuck
back again by carefully heating the fed with the soldering 11011 and then

pressing Vt place on the board until the adheuve has reset. If not, the
Imne land may have to be stuck down with an application of 
generalpurpose domestic Of epoxy adhesive.

Mechanical damage A PC boards can be repaired by bridIMS breaks
Of cracks In the copper lands with 'jumper' wires soldered In place.
These can M plain 'tinned' copper wire, but if a longer Jumper is
required which passes over adjacent Ian., either Ins.. woe should
be used or the wire length fitted with insulating steering. All repaired
areas should then he coated with clear lacquer for protect..

Where 2 PC board A quote extensively damaged, Of seedy A have 0
number of components changed, it A usually more satisfactory A the
lung Inn to scrap the origtal board and start again with a new oncand
preferably new costume.. rather dun to try to salvage all the original
coes, as these may be damaged in the process of removal from therAil
board.
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13 FETs AND ICs

Fit!Jerre. transistors (FETs) have a construction. and clumereristics.
Mai differ from conventional junction transistors. Their behaviour. M
fad,. more like that of a triode valve.althoupji retaining . character
tole low -power requirements of a trans...

The el.trodes of an FET are designated gate. source and drain with

the following appro.mate equivalents:

PET Transistor Triode valve

Gate Base Grid
Sou. Entities Cathode
Dram Collect. Anode

The standard symbol for an FET differs from that of a conventional
trams., with the gate canymg an arrow, winch points outwards for 2
',channel PET and inwards for an N.channel PET-Fig. 13.1. The
general nil< is that the p011tIly Of the dram supply it negstive for a
P -channel PET and positive for an PET.

A simple regeneralve receive based on two P.channel PET, is
i!...wn in Fig. 13.2. This is adjusted for opts.um working by the

Fg. DI Symbol. sot the two ba,lc

12S
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13.2 rbeuft a5. smpx 2.2262/1/5 renive/ ming Fellamnal
FER

2211,2222, 210219, 225421, dmIlu

0-2000P

lOPP
"g

C.. 0.01 or
CS.E 10 or fowl222

PS.lSi ore SF art/2118s2 drn211 win Paled FET. 81 1/
I. aim 21 2+212821311224151;11221./...12/.
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Low Frequency IMF Recover

Because the LMI72 is a broadband functional module, it may be
used to amplify and detect signals below 2 MISS directly. without the
more complex frequere, maversion of superheterodyne receivers. 111
the AM Broadcast Band 1550.1650 kW, the slap has sufficient
sensitivity to operate alone in urban reception areas. since AGC action

Is useful down to about 50 microvolts at Pin 2. With additional gain
either preceding the module. or inserted between Plis I and 3. it may
also be useful in monitoring Loran 0 Mils, or the numerous
directional and informational channels below. kHz.

Vihile the complete TRF ITuned Radio Frog...Ys b...a. aa.
vetoer of Fig. 137 has relauroly poor selectivity, because only a single.
low ..(y. tuned circuit is used in the entire receiver. it serves to

the straightforward design possible in ME construction
More sophistkated designs might use multisection turn, ahead of the
strip. The prototype was coratructed using very inexpensive imported
-transistor.rada- Croat:M.S.

A ferrite loopstrok antenna, Lt. resonates with a small.

polyethylene dielectric tuning capacitor within the broadcast band.
The LMI72 perform ts gain function just as it would in an IF applica-
tion. but in this case. directly drives a class A power amplifier. Since
the DC output voting at Pin 6 is relatively constant ifrom 2.1 to about

L
Fig Id 7 TRF dot- r
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2.1 voles se a lunnion of AGO. fl le used to bias the clans A stage
directly. elinineting a number of components. CV and CS are wed. to
prevent regenenelw au& oeollations with week belle.. Total rd
ceiver drain tram the evolt supply .102. of %hien only 1.0 mA .
used In NeU1171: ...res. Is needed lox the and. anvil....

A volume control wasoo pr... in ilac pentadpm as volume was
excellent ...es., IT dame.. speaker used. and AGC wee 30
effective Om no pesTedible edterenee stations was beard. Volume
control Is noeeible inserting a poldnlemeter ...Ten die emitter of
the...Boon... treader and RI.

Be tee

irti",,s,

=aV 'Z'gr.ra mme.1,2...10%
R.; .118 ohms, 1 a war, IA,

R.:110 1,17.40..
R, :550.000 6std anno esu,

. 22.000 ...Id watt. I wen,
lc' :BOO den, ice wan. 10< slide 13114
R5 MEM elms, um. paean...

Ace.: lila-meada... tea,. 2 Inc., lope
Beaty :9 relit. RCA VS.123

C, 25 nloplayls. a mina, alampinw
de :del 04161Rw15. velth.

3
:20 nicedat. to volts. tit. hi,.

0.1 elle

rarmadne,wwt typed.

.25

twos Mo. 12 v.C. u.o. VII mp.unonad inch
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Wireless hGerophom

Tuts meal.= microphone .Fig. Min transmits on a, 21,iema FM
hr.deasmbana fem., from 06 to 106 MHZ !tuning controlled by
C 1. The ranged. wireless interaMm.1.4 an to 1501.dencroll Kon
the I.ation of ale receiinr and antenna. Circ. famines Include
small sue, high quality. and law eurentanan. Me ma,nm length has
been Unaea to beep radiation within KC wirelesnmieraphone regal.
ioaa. The kmomprlar. nneraphane In banana with this clung 1st.

RCA 141lat

Man... Cower.
This marine -M. COnverter <Fig. tldl convene any standard AM

broadcast Metleer to one capable of receiving tr.sm.lan Int. 2 to
MHz marine band. The output is manned to the AM reeelver an-
tenna terra., II the men, does not have nme.a terminals the
output is connected la 10 turns of No. 22 aim wound over I, leaps-Mak
antenna la the ncemver.

Rg asNlearne

B ilbory IOCA

Cj Imola.. OS rolls emase,
OICONO1O1.25. 'MILO Or CNN. 3.11.1 MK.

470 anemias. 25 rams ai piner. coramo
C.5 :0.01 mwoloo0. 15 v033 O.....

3.6 53 r,ralai...lol OISOlei0,04 111.53 or elloloOleft
0, :56 at... 25 44. mimm46
C. C., :0.45 oklOtai/O, 35 vonoi ,reitei.L4Oarrof
IC: lmepNOW,RN V.1211,1
L, 10 earns Mo. N wool mounol on the tow lom

L2 sod Elam to L2



Appendix

ELECTRONICS SYMBOLS

,:r

via aro topue

INIA aro eneet

Aeul LLL e L

.1 ttttt mg>

ta,

LIN URI..
Dm

vuk sejusta. e'rl :%1"1:::AR1 HHe fro

MONA (3)
esee ..... paros

Oro.

11t
 NUSIBER PARENTHESES INDICATES LOCATI. OF SYMBOL

!NUM-STD PUBLICATION
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121,6 oi

: if No. 70,25.3. oi

LA.r. Wins or...We... 301.20,,,aciaiii
Rae

9 pans al RI. V.61114.3.2 Cali sack I oi

1.11313.ed I la, fran el L., ece

RL .112,0011 onnis, la 'AL
R2 .000 o.s, la wait. IN
R3 MAP c.a. I/3 wall..

R, .23011
amt. 1.4

R, can, 10,
II,: 420 el. ,2 watt..

ail eilde floe toll L.11.0 W No.3013
la ...Intl Co., LIttli Cut le WAS. Anew

le
T. %Man coil it cul
40.1/2.in coil . 41,2.1orn coil 141.
M., I/2. on ecei coil is ill. ior umo11601
.taael es I. L., is tag. at tun, 31.
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Dam,. PC board.
1,3Deaf.. carpleee

Detaxtor M.29
Dude M.19
WWI.. aerial
DECIESIM receiver 27.0 M. al

Deain
Drillirae PC panetr
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